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Zusammenfassung
Das Gammastrahlen-Observatorium der nächsten Generation - das Cherenkov
Telescope Array (CTA) - strebt an, die Entdeckungsfähigkeiten in einem breiten
Energiebereich des Gammastrahlen Spektrums um einen Faktor 10 zu
verbessern. Die FlashCam Kamera ist einer der auf den mittelgroßen Teleskopen
(MST) installierten Kamera Typen, bestimmt für die Observation des mittleren
Energiebereichs zwischen 150 GeV und 5 TeV. Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit
übernahm die Aufgabe, das Trigger System von FlashCam zu verifizieren. Es
wurden Studien zur Triggereffizienz und Triggerantwort auf Hintergrundlicht
des Nachthimmels durchgeführt, anhand derer auch die Monte-Carlo
Beschreibung des Detektors verbessert wurde. Der zweite Teil wurde der
Untersuchung der möglichen Detektion von Fluoreszenzlicht durch den vollen
25 FlashCam-MST Unterdetektorverband anhand von Simulation gewidmet.
Eine Triggerlogik wurde entwickelt, die die Detektion von Luftschauern, mit
Primärenergien von mehr als 1 PeV, durch ihre Fluoreszenz Emission erlaubt.
Die effektive Fläche dieser Detektionsmethode wurde bestimmt und die
Winkelauflösung unter zuhilfenahme einer Schauerachsen Rekonstruktion
berechnet. Die Kombination dieser einzelnen Untersuchungen erlaubte es, die
Sensitivität auf punktförmige Gammastrahlen Quellen zu berechen, die in einem
Energiebereich größer als 1 PeV emittieren.
Abstract
The next generation of Gamma-ray observatory - Cherenkov Telescope Array
(CTA) - aims at improving the detection capabilities at a broad energy range of
the gamma-ray spectrum by a factor of 10 in sensitivity. The FlashCam camera is
one of the camera types mounted on the medium-sized telescopes (MST) of CTA,
responsible for the observation of the core energy range between 150 GeV and
5 TeV. The first part of this thesis assumed the task of verifying the trigger system
of FlashCam. Studies of the trigger efficiency and night-sky background light
trigger response were performed, whilst also improving the Monte-Carlo
description of the detector. The second part was dedicated to the research of the
fluorescence light detection capabilities of the full 25 FlashCam-MST sub-array
using simulations. A trigger logic was developed, which allows the detection of
air showers with primary energies higher than 1 PeV through their fluorescence
emission. The effective area of this detection method was determined and the
angular resolution using a shower axis reconstruction calculated. The
combination of these individual studies allowed the estimation of the sensitivity
on point-like gamma-ray sources emitting in the energy range above 1 PeV.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cosmic rays have first been detected in 1912 by Victor Hess, while studying the
source of ionising radiation in the atmosphere with experiments performed dur-
ing several balloon flights. He found that the ionisation rate decreased up to
altitudes of ∼ 1 km, as expected, but surprisingly increased for higher altitudes up
to 5 km. The conclusion, that the source of the ionising radiation must come from
beyond Earth’s atmosphere lead to the discovery of cosmic rays. The endeav-
our to understand the nature of these cosmic rays for many decades lead to the
remarkable all particle spectrum of cosmic rays spanning eleven orders of magni-
tude from ∼ 109 eV up to energies of ∼ 1020 eV. Cosmic-rays at the lowest energy
are generally understood to originate from solar flares of the sun. The source of
the cosmic-rays up to the knee ∼ 1015 eV are attributed to galactic sources such as
supernovae explosions. The generally accepted scenario regarding the source of
these cosmic rays assumes, that cosmic rays below the “knee” mainly originate
from within the Milky Way, with an interim region up to the “ankle”, where the
extra-galactic contribution takes over [17]. The detection of cosmic-ray accelera-
tors has been furthered by the development of 𝛾-ray detectors, as 𝛾-ray photons
are not deflected by the interstellar magnetic field (unlike charged cosmic-rays)
and allow the observation of the production sites of cosmic-rays. The combined
detectable range of the 𝛾-rays spans from tens to hundreds of GeV using satellite
experiments up to hundreds of TeV using ground-based detectors. Through these
methods, hundreds of sources could be detected, ranging from Galactic emitters
like pulsar wind nebula, supernova remnants to extragalactic sources like Active
Galactic Nuclei and starburst galaxies.
In this work, the FlashCam camera proposed as a camera for the medium-sized
telescopes of the Cherenkov Telescope Array will be presented. A detailed study
of the trigger system and its systematics has been conducted, while simultaneously
improving the Monte-Carlo description of the detector. The unique trigger system
- allowing a reconfiguration due to its fully digital nature - offers the opportunity
to extend the firmware and its abilities. This fact has lead to the research the
detection capabilities of fluorescence emission of cosmic- and 𝛾-ray air showers
of energies above 1 PeV.
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1.1 Acceleration mechanisms
A short overview of the acceleration mechanisms of charged particles and the
production mechanisms of 𝛾-rays is given in this section.
Acceleration of charged particles
The theory describing the acceleration of charged particles in the vicinity of strong
shocks is referred to as “first-order” Fermi acceleration or diffuse shock acceler-
ation [6]. The theory models the movement of relativistic charged particles as a
diffuse process (random walk) with the particles conserving their energy on either
side of the shock, while gaining energy when crossing [13]. Assuming the gas is
highly ionised mono-atomic and a strong shock condition, the ratio of velocity
upstream to downstream is 4. Particles crossing from upstream to downstream
will thermalise, gaining energy and being accelerated by
3
4𝑈 with U being the
velocity of the the shock in the laboratory frame, and by random motion due to
the magnetic fields of the plasma, cross the shock again. From the downstream
rest frame, the unshocked material approaches the particles with a velocity of
3
4𝑈 ,
which will accelerate the particles once again.
Assuming a fixed fraction 𝛿 of kinetic energy gain per crossing, the energy of
the particle will reach 𝐸 = 𝐸0𝛿𝑛 after 𝑛 crossings, with 𝐸0 the initial energy of the
particle. Also assuming, that this process has a probability 𝑝, whereby the particle
escapes the shock front eventually, the remaining number of particles after 𝑛
crossings will be 𝑁 = 𝑁0𝑝
𝑛
, with 𝑁0 the number of original particles. Combining
and differentiating yields 𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐸 ∝ 𝐸−1+
log 𝑝
log 𝛿
. Taking relativistic effects of the
shock crossing and the average angular distribution of the particles moving across
the shock front into account, it can be shown (in this idealised case), that log 𝑝 =
− log 𝛿 leading to the power-law 𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐸 ∝ 𝐸−2.
This process produces the observed power-law spectra in a natural way, with
the maximum energy determined by the age and the size of the shock.
Synchrotron Radiation
Charged particles moving with relativistic speeds through regions with magnetic
fields are deflected by the magnetic field (accelerated) and emit linearly polarised
electromagnetic radiation. The emission observed in the laboratory frame has an
opening angle of
1
Γ
withΓ the Lorentz factor. The power of the emitted synchrotron
radiation of an electron is given by the following relation:
𝑃sync = −
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑡
=
4
3 𝑐 𝜎T
(︃
𝐸
𝑚𝑒 𝑐2
)
)︃ 2
𝛽2 𝑢B (1.1)
with 𝜎T the Thomson cross-section, 𝑢B = 𝐵2/(20) the magnetic energy density
(0 the permeability in vacuum). The emitted power of any charged particle with
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mass𝑚 scales with the mass like𝑃sync ∝ 1𝑚4 , leading to stronger synchrotron losses
for lighter particles, making it a dominant process for light electrons (compared to
protons with the same energy). The cooling time of an electron due to synchrotron
losses is given by:
𝜏cool ≊ 1.2 · 103
(︃
𝐵
10𝐺 )
)︃ −2 (︃
𝐸𝑒
100𝑇𝑒𝑉
)︃ −1
𝑦𝑟 (1.2)
Inverse Compton scattering
Compton scattering describes the process of the scattering of a sufficiently ener-
getic photon on an electron, thereby transferring part of the photon’s momentum
onto the electron. An inverse process is possible, whereby cosmic ray electrons up-
scatter low energy photons from an ambient photon density field like the cosmic
microwave background (CMB). This process can be separated into two regimes,
depending on the photon energy of the ambient light field and the energy of the
incoming electron. With
𝜖 =
𝐸ph 𝐸𝑒
𝑚2𝑒 𝑐4
(1.3)
the process is differentiated into the Thomson regime and the Klein-Nishina
regime. With 𝜖 ≪ 1 the cross-section for the inverse Compton is
𝜎IC,T ≊ 𝜎T (1 − 2𝜖) ≊ constant (1.4)
and for 𝜖 ≫ 1 (the Klein-Nishina regime) the cross-section is given by
𝜎IC,KN ≊
3 𝜎T ln (4𝜖)
8 𝜖 (1.5)
Due to the suppression of the Klein-Nishina regime for highly relativistic elec-
trons, the energy loss of a cosmic ray electron can be approximated using the
Thomson regime formula.
𝑃T =
4
3 𝑐 𝜎T
(︃
𝐸𝑒
𝑚𝑒 𝑐2
)︃ 2
𝛽2𝑢R (1.6)
with 𝑢𝑟𝑚𝑅 the energy density of the photon field. The mass dependence of the
energy loss rate with
1
𝑚4
suppresses this process for particles with a much larger
rest mass (hadrons).
Bremsstrahlung
Photons emitted by charged particles decelerating in the electrostatic field of
another charged particle are called “Bremsstrahlung”. The most common process
involves electrons bending around ions and atomic nuclei. The energy loss of a
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relativistic electron (or positron) due to Bremsstrahlung is given by:
𝑃br = 4𝑛gas𝑍2𝑟2𝑒 𝛼𝛾𝑚𝑒 𝑐3𝑔 (1.7)
with 𝑍 the proton number, of the nucleus, 𝑛gas the density of the target material, 𝑟𝑒
the classical electron radius, 𝛼 the fine structure constant and 𝑔 the Gaunt factor,
incorporating quantum and other corrections like the ionisation state of the gas.
𝜏cool =
𝐸
𝑃br
≊ 4 · 107
(︂ 𝑛gas
𝑐𝑚3
)︂
yr) (1.8)
Pion production
The inelastic interactions of cosmic ray protons with the interstellar medium
(hydrogen gas and other nuclei) leads to the production of pions (neutral and
charged), with a production ratio of ∼ 13 per resulting pion. The minimal kinetic
energy needed of the cosmic ray proton for this process to occur is
𝐸 = 2𝑚𝜋𝑐2 +
𝑚2𝜋
2𝑚p
𝑐2 ≊ 280𝑀𝑒𝑉 (1.9)
with 𝑚𝜋 = 135𝑀𝑒𝑉/𝑐2 the pion mass, and 𝑚p = 938𝑀𝑒𝑉/𝑐2 the proton mass.
The charged pions decay further into muons and neutrinos, with the muons
further decaying into electrons/positrons and neutrinos. The direct decay of the
charged pions into electrons and neutrinos is possible, but highly suppressed with
a branching ratio of ∼ 10−4. Detection of these neutrinos with experiments like
IceCube may shed light onto the underlying production mechanism of 𝛾-rays.
The dominant decay branch of neutral pions produced in such a hadronic
interaction decay is via the electromagnetic interaction into two photons, in op-
posite direction (due to conservation of momentum). The average energy of the
produced photons in the laboratory frame is 𝐸𝛾 ≊ 0.1𝐸kin,p
1.2 Extensive Air Showers
𝛾-rays cannot be directly detected on the ground, due to absorption by interaction
with the atmosphere. For lower energy bands (<10 GeV), detectors on satellites
like FERMI-LAT have proven effective. For higher energy ranges, the flux of
𝛾-rays drops significantly, making the small effective area of satellites too small
(within the life-time of the satellite). The alternative detection method using the
Cherenkov emission from charged particles of the shower lead to the develop-
ment of Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs), pioneered by the
Whipple collaboration [37]. The field developed further with the next generations
of telescopes, with HEGRA [43] being the first to use a stereoscopic observation,
and the following generations of the H.E.S.S. [29], MAGIC [9] and VERITAS [30]
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telescope arrays opening up the field of 𝛾-ray astronomy. The detection tech-
nique of IACTs makes use of the fact, that charged particles produced in extensive
air showers induced by the primary particles (𝛾’s, hadrons and electrons) move
faster than the phase velocity of light through the air, thereby emitting Cherenkov
photons, condensed in a focussed beam, while travelling to the ground.
Shower development
The first interaction of a VHE particle with atmospheric nuclei occurs at >10 km
in altitude, creating secondaries, which in turn interact again with the particles
of the atmosphere, producing a cascade of particles. The main processes in the
production of these secondaries are pair production and bremsstrahlung in the case
of electromagnetic interacting primaries and additional hadronic processed in the
case of hadronic primaries.
Figure 1.1: Shower cascade due to the Heitler model for an electromagnetic shower
(a) and a hadronic shower (b). (image credit [41])
The Heitler model describing the cascading shower development of electro-
magnetic showers and the Heitler-Matthews [45] extended model describing the
development of hadronic air showers have proven very successful. The assump-
tions of the electromagnetic model are:
1. In each step of the cascade, the same number of particles are produced.
2. The energy of the previous particle is evenly distributed among its secon-
daries.
3. If the particle is an electron or positron, bremsstrahlung occurs, resulting in
a photon and the previous particle.
4. If the particle was a photon, pair production occurs, producing an electron
and a positron.
5. The interaction length em is the same for both processes on the order of the
radiation length 𝑋0 of an electron in air ∼ 37 g/cm2.
6. The cascade stops, when the ionisation losses of the charged particles dom-
inate the losses due to bremsstrahlung at 𝐸𝑐 ≊ 81𝑀𝑒𝑉 .
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The number of particles 𝑁𝑖 , energy of each particle 𝐸𝑖 and atmospheric depth
of the step 𝑋𝑖 at each step 𝑖 of the cascade is then given by:
𝑁𝑖 = 2𝑖 (1.10)
𝐸𝑖 =
𝐸0
2𝑖 (1.11)
𝑋𝑖 = 𝑖 · em (1.12)
with 𝐸0 the energy of the primary particle. The left panel of figure 1.1 shows the
schematic view of the electromagnetic cascade. The depth of maximum shower
development in units of radiation length is reached when
𝐸𝑖max =
𝐸0
2𝑖max
= 𝐸𝑐 (1.13)
𝑖max =
ln (𝐸0/𝐸𝑐)
ln 2 (1.14)
𝑁max =
𝐸0
𝐸𝑐
(1.15)
𝑋max = 𝑋0
ln (𝐸0/𝐸𝑐)
ln 2 (1.16)
(a) Examplary 𝛾-ray induced shower. (b) Examplary hadronic induced shower
Figure 1.2: A 𝛾 shower (A) and a proton shower (B), with an initial energy of 1 TeV
simulated with CORSIKA. The electromagnetic shower is more compact than the
hadronic shower, with its various sub-components. (image credit [55])
For hadronic showers, where the first interaction is mediated dominantly by
the strong force, the picture is more complicated, with the most abundant parti-
cles being neutral and charged pions, but also kaons and other particles. Neutral
pions decay into two photons transferring most of the energy of the shower into an
electromagnetic sub-shower component. The charged pions interact again, pro-
ducing a number of charged pions𝑁ch and
1
2𝑁ch neutral pions. The assumption is,
that a significant fraction of the parent particle is transferred to a single daughter
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particle (the so-called leading particle), staying in the hadronic component of the
shower. Charged pions with energies below ∼ 30 GeV decay mostly into muons
and neutrinos. Since muons are minimum ionising particles in air and travel at
relativistic speeds, they can reach the ground.1
The secondaries comprising a hadronic shower receive on average a larger
transverse momentum, and in combination with the multiple sub-component
showers lead to a larger lateral extent of hadronic showers (cf. fig 1.2).
Cherenkov emission
Figure 1.3: Cherenkov radiation principle. The particle in (a) is moving with a
speed less than the phase velocity of light in the medium and the waves do not
interfere. The particle in (b) is moving fast than the phase velocity of light in that
medium, and the waves interfere constructively. This leads to the wave front of
Cherenkov light, emitted with an angle c. (image credit [52])
A charged particle moving through a dielectric medium causes a net polar-
isation of the surrounding particles through a displacement of the atoms and
molecules present. This displacement is symmetric around the particle for speeds
less than the phase velocity of light within that medium 𝑣 < 𝑐0/𝑛, with v the
speed of the particle, 𝑐0 the speed of light in the vacuum and 𝑛 the refractive
index of the medium, and exhibits no far-field effect of the polarisation of the
medium. If the velocity of the particle passing through the medium exceeds the
phase velocity of light within that medium, i.e. 𝑣 > 𝑐0/𝑛 a far-field dipole field
develops and emits photons. The emission from each point of the track of the par-
ticle interferes constructively only in the direction, where the emitted light travels
the same distances as the particle causing the emission. This is demonstrated in
figure 1.3 (left panel 𝑣 < 𝑣𝑐 , right panel 𝑣 > 𝑣𝑐). The angle of the emission is called
the Cherenkov angle and depends on the speed of the incoming particle and the
density of the medium:
cosc = 1
𝛽𝑛
(1.17)
1These muons are used in detector experiments to determine the nature of the primary particle,
as they clearly identify a hadronic primary particle.
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The minimal energy of a particle emitting Cherenkov light is given by:
𝐸min =
𝑚0𝑐
2
√
1 − 𝑛−2
(1.18)
As the refractive index 𝑛 depends on the atmospheric conditions (mainly
density), c and 𝐸min change accordingly. The minimum energy of an electron
moving through the atmosphere changes from ∼ 40 MeV at ∼ 10 km altitude to
∼ 20 MeV at sea level. Similarly the emission angle of the Cherenkov light changes
from ∼ 8° to ∼ 1.4°, with the maximum angle (for 𝛽 ≊ 1) approaching arccos(1/𝑛).
The angle of emission increases therefore with the particle travelling down to
earth concentrating the emitted light into a cone shaped form with the arrival
time of all Cherenkov photons on the order of nanoseconds. For an extensive
air shower, the contributions from the slightly scattered charged particles (mainly
electrons and positrons) overlap on the ground filling the so-called Cherenkov
light pool, with a radius ∼ 120 m on the ground (at ∼ 2 km a.s.l). Figure 1.4 shows
the emission angles from a single charged particle and the total light pool of an
exemplary air shower.
Figure 1.4: Depiction of the change in Cherenkov emission angle with decreasing
altitude of the emitting particle (left). The light pool detected on the ground is
shown on the right panel (image credit [59]).
The number of Cherenkov photons emitted along the track depending on the
unit wavelength  and the unit length 𝑥 is expressed by the Frank-Tamm formula:
𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑥𝑑
= 2𝜋𝛼𝑧2
(︃
1 − 1
𝛽2𝑛2
)︃
(1.19)
with 𝛼 the fine structure constant, 𝑧 the particle charge, and 𝑛 = 𝑛 () depending
on the wavelength of the emitted Cherenkov light. The detected Cherenkov
emission spectrum at ground peaks at a wavelength ∼ 300-350 nm, in the blue
region of the visible light spectrum due to strong absorption processes in the UV
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region. The formula is only valid in the regime where the Cherenkov condition
holds, otherwise a UV explosion due to the 1/ dependence would occur.
Fluorescence emission
An additional optical emission is produced by extensive air showers, namely the
isotropic fluorescence emission in the near UV and optical light spectrum. Fluo-
rescence light is emitted by the spontaneous de-excitation of nitrogen molecules
in the air, where the excitation was induced by the charged particles of the air
shower. Due to the isotropic emission, the shower can be viewed side-on and
along its development (depending on the field of view of the detector).
Figure 1.5: The average radial distribution of all Cherenkov and fluorescence light
emitted from a 10 TeV 𝛾-ray shower. (image credit [47])
The number of fluorescence photons emitted by nitrogen is proportional to
the deposited energy 𝐸dep of the ionising particles in the volume observed by a
detector, allowing a calorimetric measurement of the shower.
𝑑𝑁𝛾
𝑑𝑋
=
𝑑𝐸totdep
𝑑𝑋
·
∫
𝑌(, 𝑇, 𝑝) · 𝜏ATM(, 𝑋) · 𝜖FD(, 𝑋)𝑑 (1.20)
with 𝑌(, 𝑇, 𝑝) the fluorescence yield [54, 48] depending on pressure, tempera-
ture and wavelength, 𝜖FD the detector efficiency, 𝜏ATM the transmittance of the
atmosphere. A good approximation for the fluorescence yield is ∼ 4 photons/m
for an electron energy of ∼ 0.85 MeV, determined through laboratory experiments
of nitrogen fluorescence emission [39]. The spectrum of the fluorescence emission
(cf. fig. 1.6) overlaps with the Cherenkov spectrum, making it possible to detect
the fluorescence photons also with IACTs.
So far, the fluorescence emission has been largely treated as a contamination
in the detection of Cherenkov photons, but research into the validity of using the
fluorescence emission as an additional signal in IACTs has been undertaken [47].
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Figure 1.6: The fluorescence spectrum of air between 280 nm and 430 nm as mea-
sured by the AIRFLY experiment, with the dominant transition at 337 nm. The
nitrogen gas was excited with 3 MeV electrons at a pressure of 800 hPa. Top right
shows the spectrum reported by Bunner (1967). (image credit [48])
Due to the isotropic nature, much larger impact distances of showers can be
observed (as very successfully demonstrated by the Pierre Auger Observatory [3],
among others), increasing the effective area for VHE und UHE primary particles
considerably, compared to the usual Cherenkov detection method (see figure 1.5
for a comparison of photon intensities as function of impact distance between
Cherenkov and fluorescence emission).
1.3 Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes
As mentioned previously, Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes image the
Cherenkov emission of air showers by observing the shower from within the light
pool of the emission on the ground (cf. fig 1.7). The light pool of a typical air
shower extends up ∼ 150 m depending on the elevation of the detectors. Typically
100 Cherenkov photons per m
2
at 1 TeV primary energy are observed within a
time frame on the order of nanoseconds, making the detectable minimal energy
related to the size of the mirror dish of a telescope. The dish size of the CT5
telescope of the H.E.S.S. experiment amounts tot 614 m
2
reducing the energy
threshold to 𝒪(20 GeV). A considerable background due to the Night Sky light
is present, requiring the typically fast sampling rate of the cameras. Additional
trigger mechanisms have to be deployed to find the fast elliptical shaped images of
the air showers. The reconstruction of those images makes use of the fact, that the
elongated shower form (due to the highly relativistic travelling shower particles)
points back to the direction of origin of the primary particle, with showers induced
by 𝛾-rays being more compact.
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Figure 1.7: Detection principle of stereoscopic operating Imaging Atmospheric
Cherenkov Telescopes. (image produced by K. Bernlöhr, taken from Hin-
ton & Hofmann [28])
The mirror layout of the telescopes allows each pixel to observe a different part
of the sky, while seeing the full mirror dish (hence “imaging”). Each pixel in the
camera corresponds then to a different angle on the sky, enabling the measure-
ment of the shower extent by the angular separation of the hit pixels. The angular
resolution of the telescopes is vastly improved by using a stereoscopic recon-
struction method, observing the shower from different directions (typical angular
resolution ∼ 0.1°), while also enabling coincidence triggers, reducing trigger con-
tributions from the night-sky background fluctuations. Examples of working
operating experiments are H.E.S.S, VERITAS and MAGIC, deploying five, four
and two telescopes respectively.
Cherenkov Telescope Array
Figure 1.8: Artist’s impression of the CTA south observatory (G. P. Diaz)
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The Cherenkov Telescopes Array is the next generation of 𝛾-ray experiments [56],
and with an international combined effort expected to be deployed on two sites
covering both the Southern and the Northern sky. The Southern location is
planned in the Paranal desert, Chile, where observations of the Galactic Plane are
favoured, while the Northern location on La Palma, Spain has been chosen due
to favourable conditions observing extragalactic sources. The sensitivity require-
ments for both target types are different, with the focus on the VHE energy band in
the south (up to 300 TeV) and the low energy bands focusing an transient sources
down to ∼ 20 GeV. Three classes of telescope sizes are in development covering
the energy range of 20 GeV up to 300 TeV, the small-, medium- and large-sized
telescopes (SST, MST, LST respectively), the dish sizes range in diameter from
8 m, 12 m up to 23 m. The focus of the LSTs with their large mirror area is on
the low energy band, where the fainter images require larger detection areas, and
the required number of telescopes (4) is less, due to the higher flux of particles.
The SSTs on the other hand (only deployed in the South), will focus on the high
energy range of the observatory, being deployed over a large area of several km
2
in high numbers (70). The sensitivity of the observatory in core energy range
will be provided by the MSTs (between 150 GeV up to 5 TeV). The total sensitivity
in comparison to existing observatories is given in figure 1.9, while the layout of
both sites is shown in figure 1.10. The sensitivity improvement compared to the
existing generation of IACT arrays is by a factor of ∼ 10. The field of views of the
telescopes vary between 5° and 10°.
Figure 1.9: Expected flux sensitivity the CTA North and South compared to existing
experiments. (image credit [49])
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Figure 1.10: The proposed layout of the Northern and Southern array, on La Palma
and in the Paranal desert, respectively.(image credit [49])
Figure 1.11: Artist’s impression of the medium-sized telescope (MST) (G. P. Diaz)
Medium-sized telescope The MST telescope structure (cf. fig.1.11) follows a
modified Davis-Cotton design, with curved mirror segments (flat-to-flat diam-
eter is 1.2 m) aligned on a spherical surface with a curvature of 19.2 m [19]. The
84 mirrors are moveable, with actuators enabling a high precision alignment to
the camera, ensuring a small point spread function of the telescope. The effective
mirror area is 88 m
2
include the shadowing effects from the camera and the mast
structure. The camera is mounted in the telescope’s focal plane at a distance of
16 m. The central mirror space is used to hold a camera calibration device (laser
unit) and a lid CCD for pointing calibration using LEDs on the camera body.
The CCD is also used for the mirror alignment process. The expected pointing
precision is within <7 arc-seconds and a re-pointing time <90 s.
The designs for the full CTA observatory expects deployment of 25 MSTs in
the South and 15 MSTs in the North. Two camera prototypes are proposed for the
final design: NectarCam [53] and FlashCam [20].
At the time of this work, a final decision regarding a possible choice has not
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been announced. Chapter 2 provides a more in depth discussion of FlashCam, as
the main focus of this work revolved around the trigger verification of FlashCam
and the fluorescence detection capabilities of the MST sub-array of CTA South
equipped with FlashCam cameras.
1.4 PeV detection perspective
Figure 1.12: (credit Gaisser, 2006 [17].)
Cosmic rays with energies up to the knee (3 · 1015 eV) are attributed to the
acceleration in collisionless shock fronts, e.g. generated in supernova remnants,
where the ejecta of the supernova explosion sweep up the galactic interstellar
material [13], while the cosmic rays around the ankle come from extragalactic
sources. The softening of the spectrum beyond the knee is interpreted as being
correlated with the maximum achievable acceleration of cosmic-rays by sources
in the Galaxy. Additionally, the change in the composition of the cosmic-ray
population around the knee from dominantly protons to heavier nuclei supports
this interpretation, as a shift in the cut-off energy of the spectra is explained
by the different magnetic rigidities (∝ 𝐸/𝑍) of the different nuclei, resulting in
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the maximal attainable energy of heavy nuclei at around ∼ 1017 eV (under the
assumption of a maximum proton energy of ∼ 1015 eV). An additional suspected
feature between the knee and the ankle, the “second-knee” (∼ 1017 eV), with
a second steepening of the spectral index, maybe indicating a second Galactic
cosmic-ray component, with a higher cut-off energy.
The maximum containment energy of cosmic-ray protons due to the typical
Galactic magnetic field strength (3𝐺) is around ∼ 1018 eV, allowing the escape of
cosmic-rays above the energy of the ankle, thereby interpreting cosmic-rays in that
energy band of extragalactic origin. Several models explain the transition regime
between the knee and the ankle (see reviews: [31, 5]) with the general consensus,
that Galactic sources, able to accelerate cosmic-rays up to >PeV energies, should
exist.
Due to the deflection of charged cosmic-rays by the magnetic background
field in the Milky Way, 𝛾-rays provide an excellent tool to probe the origin of the
cosmic-rays, as they travel non-deflected (disregarding negligible gravitational
effects) to the Earth, pointing back to their origin.
Sources capable of accelerating cosmic-rays to >PeV energies should also act as
𝛾-ray sources (through hadronic interactions nearby). The characteristic expected
power law spectra in 𝛾-rays should extend up to ≥ 100 TeV without cut-off or
spectral break, with a hard spectral index ∼ 2.
The H.E.S.S. Collaboration reported 𝛾-ray emission from the Galactic centre
region (Sagittarius A* [26]) consistent with a PeVatron acceleration site, albeit not
with a high enough rate. Alternative sources such as young massive star clusters
have been proposed [4]. The HAWC observatory recently reported the discovery
of sources with 𝛾-ray energies >54 TeV (and >100 TeV) [2]. Additional searches
have been performed by IceCube, using five years of data, providing upper limits
to the unbroken power law hypothesis of several sources and on the diffuse 𝛾-ray
flux from the Galactic plane [1].
The upcoming Cherenkov Telescope Array is expected to provide the sensitiv-
ity (with energies up to 300 TeV) to probe the 𝛾-ray emission of promising sources
with hints of hard spectra without cut-off or breaks.
The work presented in chapter 4 will demonstrate the feasibility of using the
fluorescence emission of air showers to detect 𝛾-ray with energies >1 PeV with a
25 FlashCam-equipped MST sub-array. It shall be noted here that 𝛾-𝛾 absorption
effects, where ∼PeV 𝛾-rays interaction with the radiation fields, may play a role.
Studies have shown, that the maximum of absorption at ∼ 2 PeV reduces the
average diffuse 𝛾-ray flux over the whole Galaxy by ∼ 30% [57].
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Chapter 2
FlashCam
In this chapter, an overview of the FlashCam camera design is given, with a
detailed review of the trigger system. The laboratory set-up used to study the
trigger performance is shown, and the relevant concepts of the signal and trigger
signal calibration are highlighted. The main improvements of the Monte-Carlo
detector simulation description, worked out during the course of this work, are
reported in the last section.
2.1 FlashCam camera concept
(a) The FlashCam prototype mounted
on the MST prototype structure in
Berlin-Adlershof in September, 2017.
(b) Frontal view of the FlashCam mounted in a rotating test
frame. At the time of this picture, the Winston light guides
had not been installed
Figure 2.1: Images of the FlashCam prototype mounted in the MST prototype
structure and in the laboratory (kindly provided by C. Föhr.)
The FlashCam camera is designed as a walk-in camera implementing a mod-
ular design philosophy (cf. 2.2), with the separated photon detector plane (PDP),
the readout electronics (ROS) and the data acquisition system (DAQ) as the key
camera sub-systems. The readout and trigger system uses a novel fully-digital
approach, whereby the trigger decision is computed from the sampled analogue
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Figure 2.2: FlashCam camera concept with highlights of the key technical specifi-
cations (credit FlashCam team).
output of the photon detectors in the front-end electronics, without a separate
analogue trigger path, thereby removing the additional systematic uncertainty
such a separate signal processing path introduces.
Additional auxiliary sub-systems are located inside the camera housing, the
camera safety system, power distribution, slow control interfaces and cooling. A
unique feature of FlashCam is the spatial separation of the PDP from the readout
electronics, connected via Ethernet cables transmitting the amplified analogue
signals differentially to the digitisation boards, making an exchange of the photon
detection modules an easy task (e.g. maintenance or upgrades). The analogue
signals of the photomultipliers are then sampled with 12-bit analogue-to-digital
converters (ADCs) at a rate of 250 MS/s and buffered continuously in a ring-buffer
in the FPGAs located on the digitisation boards. This ring-buffer spans a time
interval of 16𝑠. The trigger system operates on these buffered samples to form
a trigger decision on a sample by sample basis.1 If a trigger decision is made,
the readout system transfers a length configurable (<15.6𝑠) and delay adjustable
time slice of the waveforms into a secondary event buffer, which are then read out
from the camera server via a raw Ethernet based networking protocol.
The camera server is connected from outside the camera via four 10 Gbit/s
Ethernet fibres to camera-internal network switches, which in turn are connected
to the ADC boards via 1 Gbit/s Ethernet based connections. The individual traces
of all ADC channels are then merged into an event on the camera server and,
depending on the operation mode, transferred to the array computing cluster, or
stored on the readout server itself. Additionally, a central trigger decision between
1The trigger system is detailed further in the next section 2.2.
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the telescopes is supported via a software array trigger interface operating on the
camera readout server. An overview of key systems is given in figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the photon detection, readout electronics and data acqui-
sition. (credit F.Werner [60]).
Camera body
An exploded view of the camera mechanics are shown in figure 2.2, with dimen-
sions of 3x3x1.1m
3
. It was designed with the aim to allow easy access to all
contained subsystems, making it a “walk-in” camera. The read of the camera
can be opened using two doors spanning the full height of the camera body. The
camera housing is built around a load-carrying frame, connecting the camera to
the telescope mast structure. The walls of the camera housing are made from
aluminium-foam composite (used also as a thermal insulator). The telescope fac-
ing side of the camera body is equipped with a transparent window, shielding the
photon detection plane and keeping the interior dust free. Light concentrators
are installed between the holding structure of the PDP modules and the window,
with a 50 mm flat-to-flat hexagonal entrance area. These cones are installed to
reduce the dead space between the individual photo cathodes of the PMTs and
are shaped in such a way, that stray light coming outside the mirror-dish of the
telescope is rejected [52].
A lid is installed in front of the camera window, which functions like a roller
shutter, minimising shadowing effects on the telescope mirrors during operation
and making the camera light-tight during daytime. The total weight of the camera
including all internal components is <2 tons.
Cooling
The FlashCam electronics crates are actively cooled via forced air-flow by four fan
units installed on the top and on the bottom of each 19-inch racks. Additionally,
four air-to-water heat exchanger are placed in between, connected via a closed
circuit to a chiller unit outside of the camera on the ground. The air flows through
the fans inside the electronics racks from the bottom and the top, thereby creating
convection inside the camera. The PDP is passively cooled, supported by this
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convection. The total power draw of FlashCam is <4.5 kW, excluding the outside
components (chiller and readout server).
PDP
(a) Front with photomultiplier tubes facing the
telescope mirrors
(b) Backview with 3 RJ45 connectors for the Eth-
ernet cables, transfering the differential analogue
signals to the ADC boards.
Figure 2.4: A photon detector plane module (PDP module) of which 147 are
installed in a fully-equipped FlashCam, with 12 photomultiplier tubes mounted.
The shape of the module allows seamless alignment, resulting in the hexagonal
shape of the PDP.
The camera photon detection plane is equipped with 147 individual modules
forming the hexagonal detection plane. Each module hosts twelve 1.5-inch pho-
tomultipliers (PMTs) soldered to the printed circuit board (PCB) structure. These
PCBs house the pre-amplifiers, the high-voltage (HV) supply for each pixel, as well
as a microcontroller for slow control of the module, with a total power consump-
tion of ∼ 2.8 W. Also equipped are three Ethernet plugs connecting the module to
the readout system via Ethernet cables and the D-Sub connector, which provides
the CAN-bus interfaces for the slow control and the 24 V power supply. The
dynamic range of the signals is up to >3000 PE using a non-linear amplification
scheme for signals >250 PE, where the amplification process changes from a linear
regime into a controlled saturated regime. The analysis in the saturated regime is
performed by evaluating the integral of the pulses, which grows logarithmically
with input charge.
Two PMT types have been installed in the FlashCam prototype with differ-
ent numbers of dynodes; the 7-dynode (R12992) PMT and the 8-dynode PMT
(R11920). The layout is given in figure A.1 of appendix B. Both types exhibit small
differences in their pulse shapes, afterpulsing and single photoelectron spectrum,
with consequences on the signal and trigger signal chain, which will be shown
later in this chapter. A detailed study of their characteristics has also been per-
formed [15].
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ROS
(a) FlashCam mother board. (b) FlashCam trigger board. (c) ADC piggy board with 12
readout channels. Two per
mother board.
Figure 2.5: Images of a FlashCam mother board (A) equipped with a trigger card
(B) and a separate ADC piggy board (C). The modular design make use of the same
underlying motherboard using a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA.
The front-end electronics of FlashCam are designed using common platform,
the motherboard, hosting a Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA, a 1 GBit/s Ethernet interface,
a clock and trigger interface and a backplane connector [25]. The functionality
of the board is determined by the daughter boards plugged into the onboard
high-density connectors and the corresponding loaded firmware. Three types of
daughter cards have been designed, the digitiser card (ADC card) using one or
two ADC daughter boards with 12 ADC channels (resulting in up to 24 readout
channels per ADC card), the trigger card using one daughter board (using both
connectors to the motherboard) and the master distribution board, responsible
for the camera wide (GPS) clock and trigger signal distribution (cf. fig. 2.5).
The readout system uses common trigger and clock interface named CTI,
which synchronizes the components of the system to common clock, ensuring
that all components run in the same phase. A sync signal is transmitted via
the CTI interface, sending an absolute time stamp (pulse per second, PPS) and
broadcast commands to the attached sub-cards (in FlashCam the trigger cards).
The commands include readout signals, start/stop of the data acquisition, etc.
The master distribution board distributes the external GPS clock to the 12
connected trigger cards, which distribute the common clock signal further to the
ADC cards (84 in total, 7 per trigger card). The reverse signal path transmits
the pre-trigger signals from the ADC cards to the trigger cards, which exchange
their information with topologically neighbouring trigger cards to form a trigger
decision, which in turn gets transmitted to the master distribution board, where an
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individual trigger decision triggers a readout signal to the ADC boards,inducing
the copying of the set time slice from the continuous running ring-buffer into
the event buffer. The main advantage of this common interface is a synchronous
operation of all front-end electronic cards, which operate on a 250 MHz time basis,
with fixed delays between all cards of the hierarchy, ensuring a synchronous event
building. The combined data process rate of the ADC boards is ∼ 5.3 Tbit/s, all
trigger cards process around ∼ 1.5 Tbit/s of input data, reducing the data stream
further to 0.25 Tbit/s, the final trigger decision rate of the master distribution
board. The event data readout rate of the system is >3.3 GByte/s with a possible
dead-time free trigger rate >20kHz, depending on the set trace length during data
acquisition.
The electronics are housed inside the camera in mini-crates, with seven ADC
cards and one trigger card per mini-crate. twelve mini-crates are deployed in two
19-inch racks with four mini-crates connected to one of the three sectors of the
photon detection plane. An image of the rear of the camera housing is shown in
figure 2.6, while a schematic overview is shown in figure 2.7.
Master distribution 
board
Trigger card ...
ADC-card
DAQ ...
7 ADC cards per 
mini-crate
12 per camera
1 per mini-crate
Trigger card
ADC-card
DAQ
Smoke 
detector!
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Power 
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Cooling 
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Readout to serverAnalogue signals 
from PDP
Figure 2.6: Overview of the hierarchical signal chain in FlashCam, demonstrated
in hand of the rear of the camera.
DAQ
The final data acquisition is controlled in software running on an external camera
server, connected to the readout electronics via four 10 Gbit/s fibre cables, and
additional two fibres for the slow control of the individual subcomponents. The
DAQ operates on a request based system, checking if the readout electronics
have triggered events and transferring the traces of the ADC cards to the server,
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of the FlashCam signal chain. Two PDP modules (12 PMTs
each) differentially transmit pre-amplified signals to one ADC card. 7 ADC cards
transmit their trigger signals to one trigger card (12 trigger cards, 84 ADC cards),
which exchanges the signals with the topological neighbours (due to the PDP
and ADC card layout) to form a trigger signal, transmitted to the master trigger
distribution card (image from CTA internal technical design report [16]).
where the event building occurs. Additionally the start and stop commands
and configuration of the system are set either at the start of the run, or adjusted
during runtime (where possible). An example of the read out traces is shown in
figure 2.8, while figure 2.9 shows an image of an air shower taken during a testing
campaign in Berlin-Adlershof in September 2017, where the FlashCam prototype
was mounted on the MST prototype structure.
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Figure 2.8: Exemplary readout trace of a detected photoelectron.
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Figure 2.9: Air shower image taken during a testing campaign, where the FlashCam
prototype was mounted on the MST prototype structure in Berlin-Adlershof in
September, 2017. The upper and lower part of the camera were covered, while the
remaining rectangular area was covered with light absorbing foil, to reduce the
background light of the night-sky over Berlin to acceptable levels.
2.2 Trigger System
Overview
The FlashCam camera trigger system is designed to be sensitive to the typical
Cherenkov emission photons from 𝛾-induced air showers. These signals arrive in
a timespan of a few nanoseconds in neighbouring pixels in the camera. The signal
amplitude per pixel depends on the energy and impact distances of the primary
particle and triggering on signals as small as possible is therefore directly related
to the achievable energy detection threshold of the observatory [7].
The detectable images (and their sizes) of air showers in a Cherenkov tele-
scope depend on the energy of the primary and the impact distance. The mini-
mum analysable sizes of these images require a few significant pixels to determine
the direction and impact distance of the primary. The design of a trigger algo-
rithm involves therefore correlating the number of detected photoelectrons (PE)
in neighbouring pixels and comparison to a threshold. The background against
which these signal photoelectrons have to be measured, stems mainly from the
night sky, on the order of 108-109 photoelectrons per second, depending on the
pointing of the telescope and the observation conditions.
The trigger logic implemented in the FlashCam camera operates on three dif-
ferent levels of hardware, where each step in the hierarchy is condensing the
information of the previous step. The full trigger computation occurs at a con-
tinuous rate of 250 MSamples/s. The first level takes place on the ADC cards,
which are responsible for the digitisation of the analogue signals from the photon
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detection plane modules (PDP modules). Here, an integer differentiation filter
is applied (one of four variants implemented in the firmware), and the result-
ing value subjected to a lower threshold, which passes on the original value if
larger than the threshold or 0 if lower. This value is then scaled with a factor
S (< 1, multiple of
1
256 , minimum 0, maximum
255
256 ) and clipped to a maximum
value of 85. The next step is a sum of three neighbouring channels to a so called
patch sum, of which each ADC card has 8. This matches with the 24 readout
channels of the ADC cards (cf. figure 2.10a). The patch sum is then divided by
2 and sent to the next hardware stage, the trigger cards, which are connected
to 7 ADC cards via backplane links, as well as their topologically neighbouring
trigger cards (cf. figure 2.10b). Each incoming patch sum is then summed up again
with the specified neighbouring patch sums to a final trigger sum. The number
of neighbouring patches going into the final trigger sum is variable, although
fixed for each initialization of the readout system and can be chosen between
the local ADC-channel trigger (3-pixels) and up to 6 neighbouring patches (18-
pixels), corresponding to the hexagonal pixel layout of FlashCam, resulting in
588 trigger patches in the camera. Due to the inclusion of the neighbouring pixels
into the trigger patch sum, the trigger provides an overlapping and homogeneous
response across the camera plane.
The final stage is then to compare each of these trigger sums to the trigger
threshold. The response of this check is then encoded in a one bit signal from the
trigger cards to the master card of the readout system, which responds with the
command to the ADCs of transferring the set number of samples from the ring
buffer into their event buffer. The final readout of the events from the event buffer
is then performed from the readout server. Each of these steps is described in
more detail below.
patch 4patch 5
patch 0patch 1
patch 6
patch 2
patch 7
patch 3
(a) The 24 channels of each ADC module are di-
vided into groups of 3 pixels, resulting in 8 ba-
sic trigger patches. These building blocks are
summed again into the final master patch sum
(588 in the camera).
(b) Schematic of the FlashCam PDP modules and
trigger cards. ADC cards not shown here, but
represented by the two PDP modules connected
to each ADC card. Trigger signals of individual
ADC cards are transmitted (grey lines) to the trig-
ger cards (rectangular boxes). Exchange of data
between trigger cards happens with topological
neighbours, depicted by the grey arrows.
Figure 2.10
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Digital filter
The first stage of the trigger system applies one of the following differentiating
filters to the samples (𝑠𝑖) of each channel. The differentiating filters shown have
been designated by abbreviating the basic operations of addition (p), subtraction
(m) and no-operation (o). The explicit equations are given in the follow, but could
also be expressed as a convolution operation of the incoming samples with a finite
vector (e.g. ppmm corresponds to
[︁
+ 1,+1,−1,−1
]︁
).
ppmm: 𝑑𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑠𝑖−1 − 𝑠𝑖−2 − 𝑠𝑖−3 (2.1)
ppomm: 𝑑𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖 + 𝑠𝑖−1 − 𝑠𝑖−3 − 𝑠𝑖−4 (2.2)
2pm: 𝑑𝑖 = 2 ·
[︁
𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖−1
]︁
(2.3)
2pom: 𝑑𝑖 = 2 ·
[︁
𝑠𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖−2
]︁
(2.4)
𝑥𝑖 =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
𝑑𝑖 if 𝑑𝑖 ≥ 0
0 otherwise
(2.5)
As the result of the filter is always positive, the filters produce signals from the
rising edge of a pulse only. The dynamic ranges of the integer numbers are:
• 𝑠𝑖 : 12-bit unsigned (the raw FADC samples)
• 𝑑𝑖 : 14-bit signed
• 𝑥𝑖 : 13-bit unsigned
This filtering stage is most sensitive on the rising edge of the digitised PMT pulses
resulting in a sharpening of the trigger coincidence time between pixels. Addi-
tionally this makes the algorithm independent of the baseline, where otherwise a
baseline subtracting scheme would have to be used. The current default setting is
the ppmm-filter, which provides a good trade-off between the 2pm-filter, which has
a larger response to individual pulses, but is also more sensitive to fluctuations,
and the sample skipping variants, which have the inverse effect.
The units used for the raw readout traces are LSB (least significant bit), rep-
resenting the minimum change in signal voltage to increase the output of the
analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs) by one bit.
Lower threshold
This threshold looks for a minimum contribution to the sum and can be adjusted
for all channels individually:
𝑦𝑖 =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
𝑥𝑖 for 𝐴𝑖 = 1
𝑥𝑖 for 𝐴𝑖 > 1 and ⌊ 𝑥𝑖2 ⌋ ≥ 𝐴𝑖
0 otherwise
(2.6)
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The dynamic range of 𝑦𝑖 is 13-bit. The default lower threshold is 𝐴𝑖 = 1.
Scaling and clipping
The scaling reduces the dynamic range of the signals and can be adjusted for
each channel individually. After scaling by a factor 𝑆𝑖 , the signals get clipped
to a maximum value of 85, providing an upper limit to the contribution of each
channel to the sum. This clipping limits the influence of afterpulses to the trigger.
𝑧𝑖 = min
(︂
85,
⌊︃ ⌊𝑦𝑖 · 𝑆𝑖⌋
256
⌋︃ )︂
for 𝑆𝑖 ∈
[︁
0, 255
]︁
, 𝑆𝑖 ∈ N (2.7)
The dynamic range of 𝑧𝑖 is 7-bit.
Summation and trigger decision
The 𝑧𝑖 of three (next) neighbouring channels are summed to a patch signal (1764
pixels → 588 non-overlapping patches).
𝑝𝑙 =
∑︂
𝑖∈𝐿𝑙
𝑧𝑖 with 𝐿𝑙 sets of trace indices of one patch (2.8)
The effective range of the resulting 𝑝𝑙 is 3 · 85 = 255 (8-bit).
Each patch signal gets further divided by 2 such that the effective range is
[0, 127] (7-bit), which allows the board-to-board links (backplane or cables) to use
1 parity bit to detect single-bit transmission errors.
These patch signals are then summed with an adjustable number of (next)
neighbouring patch signals to a master patch sum, resulting in 588 overlapping
master patches in the camera:
𝑚𝑘 =
∑︂
𝑙∈𝐾𝑘
⌊︂ 𝑝𝑙
2
⌋︂
for 𝐾𝑘 sets of patch indices (2.9)
The default master patch size is 3 next neighbouring patches, corresponding to
9 pixels. The sums of all combinations of neighbouring patches (i.e., all possible
master patch sums) are computed and are able to trigger the camera if they exceed
the trigger threshold 𝑇:
camera trigger if 𝑚𝑘 > 𝑇 ∀ 𝑘 (2.10)
The readout window of a triggered event then begins at a configurable offset
relative to the triggered sample. The length of the readout window is configurable.
Should a trigger occur within a configurable portion of a readout window (e.g.,
within the last 𝑁 samples), the camera will re-trigger and construct a second,
consecutive event, effectively extending the first event.
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C-implementation of the trigger logic: FCTriggerSim
The fact that the FlashCam trigger is purely digital (implemented in the firmware)
offers the opportunity to cross-check the camera trigger behaviour by implement-
ing the same logic in a programming language of choice, which has been done
in the context of the FlashCam analysis and operation framework (fc-utils).
Instead of running the camera in the self-triggered operation, the system can be
set to trigger the readout externally and then compute the trigger response of the
system by analysing the event traces offline (e.g on the MPIK computing cluster)
and get the exact same response the camera would have computed. Especially in
trigger threshold regimes, where the expected trigger rate is very low, this speeds
up the measuring process, as the externally-triggered measured data must only be
recorded once, allowing to compute the response of the trigger system with vari-
ous trigger settings offline, while the self-triggered camera measurement must be
done sequentially.
The set of programs and libraries of fc-utils is implemented in the C pro-
gramming language, and the trigger logic has been implemented as a sub-library
named FCTriggerSim. An unoptimised reference implementation of the trigger
logic is detailed in appendix A. The default implementation makes use of the AVX
instruction set [33] and the OpenMP [50] multi-threading library. Compared to
the processing power of the 97 parallel FPGAs used in the camera, the analysis
on a multicore server is orders of magnitude slower. The processing speed of
FCTriggerSim has been tested for a single set of trigger settings and an event size
of 3900 samples using a 40-core server, resulting in an estimated∼ 230 kSamples/s
(∼ 60 events/s). When increasing the number of trigger settings to 32 combina-
tions of the filter, scaling and patch-size parameter, and 889 trigger threshold, the
speed drops to ∼ 0.2 events/s allowing the analysis of a dataset of 10,000 events in
∼ 14 h.
In this work, this library has been used to compute accidental trigger rates due
to night-sky background as well as trigger response and trigger efficiency curves
due to additional pulsed laser emission emulating the Cherenkov image light. As
the simulation package sim_telarray provides the output of the simulations also
as raw traces, FCTriggerSim can be used input-agnostic, although a conversion of
the data formats has to take place.
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2.3 FlashCam Prototype - laboratory set-up
Lab. calibration unit
Water chiller
Cooling
water
Inside of dark room
Outside of dark room
1 km fiber bundle
EthernetEthernet
4x 10 Gbit Ethernet
Camera server
Pulsed Laser
Blue LED ( Simulation of NSB)
Figure 2.11: Laboratory set-up used for data taking with the FlashCam prototype
camera. The camera was mounted on a dedicated frame, with a calibration unit
mounted 4.25 m in front of the centre of the camera. The readout- and control
server was set up outside of the dark room, connected to the camera via 1 km long
fibre bundles, emulating the set-up of the live operation. A water chiller unit was
attached to via flexible tubes, providing the needed cooling.
The FlashCam prototype camera was mounted in a dark room at MPIK, where
the performance tests and the measurements of various camera and subcompo-
nent characteristics took place. The calibration unit provided an LED emulating
continuous night-sky background light and a pulsed laser unit emulating the
short and faint Cherenkov flashes of air showers. A server installed outside the
dark room was connected via fibre to the camera, and responsible for the control
and readout of the camera and control of both light sources.
The laser unit (∼ 300 ps FWHM of light pulse width and peak wavelength
emission at 355 nm) is able to flash light with a rate of up to 1.5 kHz, while the
intensity of the light flashes can be set with an attenuating filter wheel in-between
the laser and the diffuser (at the output of the calibration unit).
It also provides a electrical reference pulse output, which was connected to the
camera readout system on a spare readout channel. This allowed taking data with
the camera by triggering on the reference pulse, instead of PMT traces itself. This
reference pulse was duplicated four times, with a phase shift of 1 ns between each
channel and also a pulse height much larger than the usual pulse response from
single or multi photoelectron signals from the laser flashes, providing a stable
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timing reference for the charge reconstruction and the analysis of the trigger
signals.
The datasets used in this work were taken during a few data taking campaigns,
were the dark room had been carefully prepared and checked for light tightness,
as well as tracking down unexpected sources of faint background light emitted
from inside the dark room. Additionally the system was turned on a few hours
before the actual data taking, monitoring the temperature of the components until
a stable equilibrium had been reached, thereby minimising the influence of the
temperature drifts during the warm-up phase.
2.4 Calibration
The procedure The later trigger verification studies rely on an accurate model
and calibration of the signal chain. The FlashCam flat-fielding scheme determines
the high-voltage settings and the gain of the individual pixels through photon
statistics. The following equation shows the relation used.
𝐺upsampled =
Var[𝑁𝑃𝐸]
< 𝑁𝑃𝐸 > ·ENF
=
Var[𝑆] − Var[𝐵]
(< 𝑆 > − < 𝐵 >) · ENF (2.11)
The number of detected photoelectrons (𝑆) is determined with a peak search of
the upsampled trace in an interval of ± 1 ns, around the time the incident laser
pulse is expected, while the background (𝐵) is the amplitude measured at a fixed
offset before the signal sample. The application of equation 2.11 depends on the
knowledge of the excess noise factor of each PMT, which is set to 1.289.
In practice, the FlashCam flat-fielding has been modified to set the gains in
such a way, that the response of the trigger signals is uniform across the camera.
As the trigger filter response is dependent on the pulse-shape of each PMT, the
algorithm calculates the trigger_loss factor for each channel and computes the
trigger gain from the signal gain as follows:
trigger_loss =
< 𝑇𝑠 > − < 𝑇𝑏 >
< 𝑆 > − < 𝐵 > (2.12)
𝐺trigger = trigger_loss · 𝐺 (2.13)
with 𝑇𝑠 the signal after application of the ppmm-filter to the raw trace and 𝑇𝑏
the trigger amplitude with the same offset as in the gain determination. This
modification ensures that the final trigger sums take the output of each constituent
channel with the same weight into account. A consequence of this modification
is, that the signal gains of the channels must not be on the same level, as can
be seen in figure 2.12, where the dotted lines show the median gain coefficients
of the 7- and 8-dynode PMTs. The faster rise time of the 7-dynode PMTs leads
to a larger response of the ppmm-filter than the response of the 8-dynode PMTs
and in turn the gain is lower by ∼ 5% on average. This difference in signal gain
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is taken into account in reconstruction of Cherenkov signals, but improves the
trigger uniformity of the camera.
Measurements In the laboratory the laser has been used to illuminate the camera
with pulsed flashes with fixed intensity at ∼ 30 PE, while adjusting the high-
voltage settings of the individual pixels until the target trigger gain has been
reached (within 1%). The procedure was performed with very low levels of
background illumination (∼MHz PE), taking a known effect into account, where
a slight increase in the gain occurs without any background illumination. Figure
2.12 and 2.13 provide a reference of this calibration as horizontal lines and are
name “online”.
Cross-checks have also been performed by applying the calibration procedure
to datasets taken under similar conditions, although different levels of background
illumination (0 and 417 MHz PE), which differ by a few percent due to the back-
ground dependence of the PMT gain and measurement biases.
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of gain coefficients determined from datasets taken at
0 MHz (solid lines) and 417 MHz (dashed lines) with fixed high-voltage (HV)
settings. Also shown are the gain coefficients determined online while adjusting
the HV settings to reach the desired gain (dotted horizontal lines for reference) at
a fixed laser intensity. The shaded regions show the standard deviation over all
pixels in the camera.
Simulations The pulse height of individual photoelectrons in the simulation
software sim_telarray is determined by the gain input value (fadc_amplitude) and
scales the normalised pulse shape, which is given as a high-resolution time series
in tabular form. A random sample is drawn from the the single-photoelectron
spectrum to determine the PMT response and the corresponding sampling phase
aligned pulse shape is added to the readout trace, taking an additional random
transit-time jitter into account. Since only the peak of the fine-resolution tabulated
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of trigger gain coefficients determined from datasets
taken at 0 MHz (solid lines) and 417 MHz (dashed lines) with fixed high-voltage
settings. The dotted lines show the trigger gain determined during the online
calibration run at a fixed laser intensity. The shaded regions show the standard
deviation over all pixels in the camera.
pulse shape is normalised, the (coarse) sampling will (for nearly all values of phase
offset) lead to smaller pulses. This leads to an average loss (sampling_loss)
compared to the fadc_amplitude, when analysing the simulated raw readout
traces.
Additionally, the reconstruction method used in the calibration procedure
uses the upsampled raw traces for the charge estimation, which has also has an
associated loss factor (upsampling_loss) and the differentiation filter with the
trigger_loss. These various loss factors are dependent on the actual PMT pulse
shape and have been calculated from the pulse shape parameters (cf. figure 2.17
in section 2.5).
𝐺raw = sampling_loss · fadc_amplitude (2.14)
𝐺upsampled = upsampling_loss · 𝐺raw (2.15)
𝐺trigger = trigger_loss · 𝐺raw (2.16)
To verify the Monte-Carlo description of the parameters, the simulated data
has been subjected to the same calibration scheme as the camera data and the
fadc_amplitude input parameter has been adjusted according to the pulse shape
dependent sampling and upsampling losses. The result using datasets with com-
parable background illumination and relevant range of simulated laser illumina-
tion are shown in figure 2.14. The trigger gain shows an good agreement within
1 % compared to the measured datasets (𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 range 30-40 PE), while the signal
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7-dynode PMT 8-dynode PMT
NSB [GHz PE] gain corr. NSB [GHz PE] gain corr.
0.4234 1.0038 0.4078 1.0057
0.8434 1.0076 0.8126 1.0115
1.3883 1.0127 1.3364 1.0191
2.0554 1.0188 1.9766 1.0285
2.7148 1.0250 2.6084 1.0379
4.0036 1.0374 3.8612 1.0571
Table 2.1: Background illumination dependent gain correction factors for the 7-
and 8-dynode PMTs.
gain has a larger offset of ∼ 3 %. Additionally, the further simulation need to
take a dependence of the PMT gain on the level of background illumination into
account, where the corresponding scaling factors are given in table 2.1 (not taken
into account in fig. 2.14).
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of the gain and trigger gain of the sim_telarray sim-
ulations, obtained by applying the same algorithm to the simulation as to the
measured data.
Trigger signal calibration The equation used to apply the gain calibration of the
master trigger patch trigger signals is given here.
𝑇PE = (0.5 + 0.25 𝑛pixel + 𝑇TLSB)
256
𝑆
2
𝐺trigger
(2.17)
𝑇TLSB is the sample wise trigger amplitude in the master trigger patches in hard-
ware units (TLSB) and offset with an additional value dependent in the number
of pixels in the trigger sum. This takes digitisation effects into account (see sec-
tion 3.4.4). The factor 256/𝑆 compensates for the scaling under the assumption,
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that the same scale factor S has been applied to all channels, while the factor
of 2 corrects the division before the 3-pixel trigger patch sums are sent to the
trigger cards. The trigger gain 𝐺trigger is either taken from the calibration itself,
or can be calculated according to eq. 2.16 from the simulation input parameters
(fadc_amplitude and pulse shape responses).
2.5 Simulation configurations
Three major adjustments to the simulation configuration in sim_telarray have
been made, which involved the measurement and analysis of PMT characteristics,
namely the afterpulsing spectrum, the pulse shape and the single-photoelectron
spectrum. The afterpulsing behaviour of the 7- and 8-dynode PMTs was analysed
by Stefan Eschbach [15].
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Figure 2.15: The measured differential afterpulsing probability of the 7- and 8-
dynode PMTs used in the FlashCam prototype. The grey dashed line shows the
afterpulsing spectrum previously used as the simulation input parameter up to
the third large-scale CTA simulations (“prod3”. The dashed line shows the same
spectrum scaled by half, providing a placeholder for the later updated (measured)
configurations.
PMT after pulsing The type of afterpulse, that is most influential on the camera
trigger rate, is generated from photoelectrons ionising residual gases inside the
PMT cavity. These positively charged ions travel back to the photocathode, in-
ducing additional photo electrons, which traverse the PMT amplification process
producing a voltage signal, similar to that of multiple signal photoelectrons, with
a delay (with respect to the original photoelectron) of a few hundred nanoseconds
(up to microseconds), depending on the mass-to-charge ratio of the ion and the
high-voltage between the photocathode and the first dynode of the PMT. This
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process is therefore most relevant for the background camera trigger rate estima-
tion (induced by night-sky background photons), where the continuous stream of
incoming photons produces a constant rate of afterpulses. The Cherenkov signals
are mostly unaffected due to their short arrival-time interval.
The differential afterpulsing probabilities of one incoming photoelectron pro-
ducing an afterpulse are presented in figure 2.15. The figure shows the after-
pulsing spectrum between 4 PE and a maximum charge of 30 PE, which has been
extracted as a median afterpulsing spectrum for each PMT type from the analysis
results of a larger set of original afterpulsing measurements. Also displayed is
the original afterpulsing spectrum used in the simulations in the full CTA simu-
lation productions (up to prod3) (labelled “prod3” in figure 2.15). The integrated
probability for the new measurements of the 7- and 8-dynode PMT afterpulsing
is ∼ 10−4, approximately a factor of 2 smaller than initially estimated. The version
labelled “0.5 prod3” in figure 2.15 represents an artificial configuration used in the
simulations in this work, where the influence of the afterpulsing on the camera
trigger rates had been studied by scaling the “default” spectrum . The simulations
using the “0.5 prod3” version had been found to agree better with measurements
and used as a proxy until the full analysis of afterpulsing measurements had been
completed (see section 3.4.6).
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Figure 2.16: The measured single photoelectron spectrum of a 7-dynode PMT. The
updated simulation configuration is shown in blue, while the previous spectrum
used is shown in grey. The mean of the distributions is used to provide the con-
version of 1 PE to hardware units in the simulations (fadc_amplitude-parameter
in sim_telarray).
PMT single photoelectron spectrum The updated configuration file for the
simulations has been extracted from measurements of the single photoelectron
spectrum (SPE spectrum) of a 7-dynode PMT, equipped with a pinhole-mask
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in front of the photocathode, reducing the intensity of the incoming light. The
measurement was performed then using the laser of the calibration unit, setting
the filter wheel to a an attenuation level such that the mean photoelectron charge
per pulse detected by the masked PMT was on the order of ∼ 0.1 PE, reducing
the probability of detecting ≥ 2 PE per event to ∼ 10−4. The high-voltage was
set to 1400 V instead of the normal operation voltage (∼ 900 - 1000 V), increasing
the signal-to-noise ratio. The excess noise due to the amplification chain of the
dynode stages of the PMT is dominated by the amplification of the first stage (1st
dynode). The PMTs used in FlashCam operate with a fixed voltage between the
cathode and the first dynode, which minimises the change in the excess noise
between normal operation and this measurement. The resulting dataset consists
of 60 · 106 events and the analysis evaluated the amplitude of the pulses at a fixed
position relative to the laser reference pulse.
The excess noise factor given in figure 2.16 is calculated with
√
1 + 𝜎2 (𝜎 the
standard deviation of shown the distribution).
The calibration of the conversion factors, i.e. conversion of digitised hardware
units (LSB) into photoelectrons is sometimes performed by measuring the single
photoelectron spectrum and using the mean or the most probable value as the fixed
point to determine the calibration of the charge reconstruction. For FlashCam
the calibration is done using photon statistics in the ∼ 30 PE intensity regime by
adjusting the high-voltage until a target gain conversion (LSB to PE) is reached
(see section 2.4)) and relies on the excess noise factor which has been extracted
from the shown distribution (for this work).
The influence of the updated single photoelectron spectrum on the night-sky
background camera trigger rates is discussed later in section 3.4.7.
PMT pulse shape The pulse shape previously used in the sim_telarray sim-
ulations has been updated with separate version for the 7- and 8-dynode PMT
configurations. The pulse shapes have been extracted from a dataset, which has
been produced by flashing the camera with the laser pulses, resulting in a mean
charge of ∼ 120 PE per pulse and pixel. The individual events were then phase
aligned by using the centroid of the reference pulse (on which the camera was
triggering). The raw readout traces were then sorted into a fine-binned histogram
(0.1 ns bin width) and the median value for each time-bin was extracted, result-
ing in shape for each pixel. The normalised reference pulse shapes used in the
simulation configurations have been picked from these extracted pulse shapes
and are presented in figure 2.17a and 2.17b for the 7-dynode and 8-dynode PMTs
respectively.
One of the major factors in understanding the trigger system, is the form of
the single photoelectron pulse response (the pulse shape) of the photomultiplier
tubes. The charge reconstruction used in the reconstruction chain of FlashCam
traces involves an upsampling and smoothing step and then a pole-zero correction
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(a) The reference pulse shape of the 7-dynode PMT used in the simulations (blue line).
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Figure 2.17: Panel (A) and (B) display the 7- and 8-dynode PMT pulse shapes
used in the sim_telarray simulations of the camera. Also shown are 4 exemplary
trigger response shapes (of the 40 possible) for each trigger filter. The overall trigger
amplitude response resolution of the 7-dynode PMT is worse than the 8-dynode
variant, while the width of the 7-dynode is smaller. This is a direct consequence of
the shorter rising-edge of the 7-dynode PMT pulse shape.
of the raw traces, thereby increasing the resolution of the reconstructed charge,
as well as the time resolution. This procedure is unfortunately too processing-
heavy to be implemented in the current FlashCam ADC boards, so a simplified
approach has been taken, by using a differentiation filter. The response of these
filter is shown in figure 2.17, by applying the filters to the reference pulse shapes of
both PMT types. The reference pulse shapes are given in units of 0.1 ns, providing
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an oversampling of 40, compared to the sampling rate of the readout system itself
(4 ns/sample).
Each filter has its the advantages and disadvantages, where the trade-off be-
tween a better amplitude resolution and a wider pulse shape (larger overlap with
neighbouring samples) has to be made.
The 2pm and 2pom filters are both purely differentiating filters, with the dif-
ference being the no-operation sample for the latter filter. While the 2-sample
wide variant provides a sharper response to the rising edge of the original pulse,
the 3-sample wide variant provides an overall larger response and less variance
in the resulting amplitudes, due to the larger overlap with the minimum and
maximum values of the rising-edge of the original pulse. The ppmm and ppomm
filters take 2 samples for each addition and subtraction operation into account,
providing an additional running average (smoothing) of the neighbouring sam-
ples, resulting in a better amplitude resolution than the 2-sample variants. This
additional smoothing makes both filters more resilient towards additional fluctu-
ations, e.g. electronic noise, which are not included in figure 2.17.
The absolute response of the filter is of minor importance, as the scaling step
in the trigger chain makes adjusting the trigger filter responses possible. Taking
into account the mentioned effects, the ppmm has been chosen as the default for
later operation.
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Trigger Verification
Characterising the trigger behaviour and performance of the FlashCam prototype
is a crucial task before the eventual deployment of the camera in the field. The
trigger system operates as a fully-digital system on the raw readout traces and be-
haves like a fast signal reconstruction system. Compared to previous generations
of Cherenkov cameras, this digital approach provides multiple advantages:
• The input to the trigger is recorded and can be re-analysed using software.
• The trigger is based on the well-understood signal path used in the “normal”
event reconstruction.
• The behaviour (through the trigger settings) can be reconfigured consistently
for all readout channels and trigger patches. This is in principle possible
during runtime.
• The detector simulations can implement the same trigger logic as the firmware,
giving precisely the same response.
These facts provides the unique opportunity to cross-check the expected be-
haviour of the camera, using the software implementation of the trigger logic.
Additionally, the output of the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) which make up
the photon detection modules of the FlashCam camera need to be understood
for both the reconstruction- and trigger signal processing chain characterisation.
An equally important task, which is closely connected to the characterisation of
the trigger system, is reaching an adequate description of the camera with the
full Monte-Carlo simulation chain. The software used in CTA and by the Flash-
Cam team is the sim_telarray package [8], which provides a full telescope array
simulation, starting with the cherenkov photons emitted from air showers, the
detection of these photons by the telescope and the camera and the full process-
ing of the photon detectors, the analogue to digital conversion of the PMT pulses,
the triggering and the final readout. The unavoidable background light from the
night sky and stray light, is also taken into account in all simulated readout.
An important part of this work has been to provide and verify updated con-
figuration parameters for sim_telarray. The verification has been carried out by
simulating the measurement set-ups as close as possible.
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3.1 Bias and resolution of the trigger path
The signal path of the trigger system is based on raw traces sampled by the ADC
boards and read out by the data acquisition (DAQ). In this sense, the trigger is
just a specific way to analyse the samples, matched to the restrictions imposed
by the FPGA. Due to the trigger patch summing, the trigger acts as a coarse
grained observation of the light intensities in those pixel-sums. To compare both
these signal paths, multiple dataset have been taken with different laser intensity
and levels of background illumination. The charge reconstruction in the event
reconstruction has been performed by using the peak of the pedestal subtracted
and upsampled traces, then applying the pixel-wise gain calibration coefficients
and summing up the charges from the pixels in each trigger patch (in this analysis
the 9-pixel trigger patches have been chosen). This provides an estimate value of
the light intensity in each master trigger patch. The same data has been passed
through the FCTriggerSim framework producing the trigger signals, as the camera
hardware would produce. These trigger signals have been extracted by searching
for the peak maximum in an interval of 3 samples around the expected sample
position in the trigger traces. The conversion from hardware units (TLSB) to
reconstructed photoelectrons uses equation 2.17 with trigger gains applied as the
mean of the pixel-wise trigger gains for each trigger patch.
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3.1. The relative bias of the
trigger signals (𝑇) and mean reconstructed photoelectrons (⟨𝐼9𝑝𝑖𝑥⟩) is shown for
increasing laser intensities and for 0, 417 and 1383 GHz,PE pixel background light
illumination. Additionally the error bars show the standard deviation of the ratio
over the all master trigger patches populated with either pure 7- or 8-dynode
PMTs.
The increase of the relative bias in figure 3.1 for lower intensities is due to
the zero-truncation after the differentiation stage of the trigger, producing only
positive signals, while the charge reconstruction is still sensitive to downward
fluctuations of the background. This bias sets in at higher light intensities for
higher background illuminations. The drop of the ratio with higher intensities
is due to the difference in range of possible values between the trigger traces
and readout traces. The 9-pixel sum may have a maximum value of 381 LSB,
which converts to ∼ 330 PE for the used trigger settings (scaling parameter of 42)
and trigger gain settings of the PMTs (∼ 7.0 LSB). Defining a maximum value for
normal signals is not as straightforward, as the digitised signals exhibit a non-
linear response above a certain pulse height, which sets in at around 100-120 PE
per pixel. In any case, this is beyond the clipping range of the trigger signals,
leading to the expectation that the values of ⟨𝐼9𝑝𝑖𝑥⟩ are linear in the shown ranges.
Due to the Poissonian nature of background illumination, the deviation from a
value of one of the relative bias is expected to set in earlier with higher NSB levels,
as the distribution of the trigger signals close to the maximum value is skewed
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Figure 3.1: The relative bias between the reconstructed charge per laser flash, be-
tween the normal signal reconstruction ⟨𝐼9𝑝𝑖𝑥⟩ and the trigger signal reconstruction
𝑇. The solid lines show the results from the laboratory measurements, while the
dashed lines show the simulations of the same set-up. Separate results are shown
for trigger patches, where all contained pixels are of the same PMT type (7- or
8-dynodes) and for three sets of background illumination. The error bars give the
standard deviation of the relative bias for all fully-equipped master trigger patches
in the camera.
due to the truncation of the amplitudes. This behaviour can be seen in the top
row of figure 3.2 where the excess noise figures of the signals and trigger signals
are compared. The excess noise factor (ENF) is calculated as follows:
ENF =
⟨(𝐼 − ⟨𝐼9pix⟩)2⟩
⟨𝐼9pix⟩
(3.1)
where 𝐼 = 𝐼9pix or 𝐼 = 𝑇 for the reconstructed charges and trigger signals respec-
tively. Taking the square root of the ENF would result in the relative resolution of
both signal types. The trigger signals experience are compressed due to the trig-
ger signal truncation (close to the maximum), which reduces the variance of the
trigger signal distribution. This quenching sets in at the intensity where the bias
due to the truncation starts to set in (upper and lower left panel of figure 3.2). As
the laser intensity increases beyond the range of the possible trigger signals, the
resolution (and the ENF) continuously worsens relative to the absolute difference.
Note on signal and trigger resolution To understand the behaviour of the trigger
and signal resolution in figure 3.2 one needs to dissect a few dominant contribu-
tions to the total noise, which depend on the signal shaping and reconstruction
methods used in both paths. The different components relevant here are shown
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Figure 3.2: The upper two plots show the excess noise (ENF) for the signal and
trigger signal measurements and simulations. The dash-dotted line shows the
expected limit due to poissonian statistics and the excess noise factor of the PMTs
as reference.
in the following equation:
𝜎2total = 𝑁PE · ENF + 𝜎2el. + 𝑓NSB · 𝜏𝑖 + (𝑎𝑖 · 𝑁PE)
2
(3.2)
The first contribution originates from the usual poisson statistics (incoming pho-
tons) increased with the excess noise factor of the PMT. The electronic noise is
listed here, but is mostly negligible (on the order of 0.1 PE). The noise from the
background illumination depends on effective integration width of the pulses.
The effective width of the upsampled pulse shape is wider than the effective
width of the trigger signal (which is using the differentiating ppmm-filter). This re-
sults in a larger 𝜎NSB =
√︁
𝑓NSB · 𝜏𝑖 for the charge reconstruction versus the trigger
signal reconstruction. In other words, the probability to pile-up background pho-
toelectrons with signal photoelectrons is larger for wider pulse shapes (for fixed
background rates). On the other hand, a differentiated signal is more sensitive
to changes to the phase between sampling time and arrival time (a small shift in
arrival time versus sampling time results in a larger amplitude difference). This
means for larger input pulses (more photoelectrons arriving at the same time), this
uncertainty on the amplitude increases also. This is often called phase error and
reflected in the last term 𝑎𝑖 · 𝑁PE, with 𝑖 depending on shape of the reconstructed
pulse. One can observe this effect in the top-left panel of figure 3.2, where the
trigger resolution gets worse with increasing intensity, while the signal resolution
stays close to the expected ENF value of 1.289. In the top-right panel, the mea-
surement is shown with an NSB rate of 417 MHz PE, where the trigger resolution
is better for low intensities, but crosses the signal resolution while increasing the
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laser intensity, until the clipping point of the trigger is reached.
3.1.1 Discussion and comparison to simulations
The 7- and 8-dynode pixels have been simulated with separate full camera simu-
lations, and otherwise same set-up as the measurements, taking pixel-wise NSB
levels and gain corrections into account. The results are shown as separate lines
in figures 3.1 and 3.2. Both simulations and measurements have a relative bias
<1% between reconstructed charge and trigger signals in the range with sufficient
signal-to-noise and below the truncation regime. The bias curves show an excel-
lent agreement between simulations and measurements within 1% in the same
regime, with deviations <2% otherwise. The homogeneity of the trigger recon-
struction of across all fully-equipped master trigger patches (patches at the edges
may only have 3 or 9 pixels) is shown to be within 1%. The residual differences
can be attributed to the remaining systematic uncertainty on the understanding
of the PMT parameters and the NSB values used in the simulations. As the trigger
gain and the gain are dependent on each other, a change in the gain parameter in
the simulations also influences background due to the effective integration width
of the individual pulses, which translates to a shift of the simulated curves to the
left or the right in figure 3.1.
3.1.2 Influence of the scaling parameter
The fact, that the trigger algorithm is implemented in integer arithmetics subjects
each step of the computation to truncation effects. The application of the trigger
gain coefficients and the back-calculation using equation 2.17 takes the truncation
effects of some of the division operations into account by adding an average offset.
A smaller effect still remains, which depends on the value of the scaling factor S,
as well as the actual trigger pulse height in hardware units (TLSB).
Figure 3.3 shows the results of a scan of the scaling parameter for 4 levels
of measured laser intensity with no background illumination. The displayed
curves are obtained by taking the ratio of the patch-wise calibrated mean trigger
signal (⟨𝑇⟩) and the mean reconstructed charge (⟨𝐼pixel⟩) for each dataset and then
averaging over all full 9-pixel patches in the camera. The average trigger gain
in this dataset is ∼ 7.0 TLSB/PE, although the pixel-wise trigger gain values have
been applied during the reconstruction.
The maximum value of the trigger amplitudes transmitted by an individual
channel is ⌊ 852 ⌋ = 42 LSB, with the effective maximum (the clipping value) de-
pending on the trigger gain and the scaling parameter. This clipping effect can
be observed in the relative bias of the mean trigger amplitude, where the ratio
starts to drop off from unity. The onset of the drop-off shifts to lower values of S
for higher input light intensities. Similarly, setting the scaling to very low values,
effectively cuts of the contribution of low numbers of individual photoelectrons to
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(a) Mean relative bias between trigger signals and charge reconstruction without digitisation effects
reversed.
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(b) Mean relative bias between trigger signals and charge reconstruction with digitisation effects
reversed.
Figure 3.3: The mean relative bias between trigger signals and charge reconstruc-
tion of all 9-pixel trigger patches are shown depending on the scaling parameter S
(for the ppmm-filter). Curves are shown for four levels of laser intensity, resulting in
a mean pixel charges between 1.1 and 15.4 PE. The measurements have been made
without background illumination. Panel (B) shows the ratios with trigger signals
reconstructed using eq. 2.17, while panel (A) has been reconstructed omitting the
offset aimed at reversing the digitisation effects.
the trigger sum, e.g. a trigger gain of 7 TLSB/PE and a scaling parameter of ≤ 36
would result in an effective trigger amplitude per photoelectron of < 1 TLSB/PE.
This is especially pronounced for low light intensities (cf. fig 3.3a). Taking an
additional patch-size dependent offset into account, the average truncation loss
can be corrected independent of the trigger pulse amplitude (cf. fig 3.3b). This
correction seems to overestimate the truncation loss for very low light intensities
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(and lower signal-to-noise ratios), as additional biases may play a role, namely
the biases due to the peak search methods used for both trigger and charge recon-
struction, as well as the fact, that the negative trigger signals after the filter stage
are zero-truncated, resulting in a small positive bias.
Distinctive spikes can be observed in the relative bias curve for low laser in-
tensities, where the trigger operates in a regime, where individual photoelectrons
can be resolved and the granularity of the possible trigger amplitudes is coarse.
These effects get smeared out with increasing average pixel-intensity.
The influence of all these effects is small in any practical region of the trigger
settings, but it can be concluded, when interpreting the mean intensity value
⟨𝐼pixel⟩ in terms of a trigger threshold, that the optimal value of S for intensities
> 2 PE pixel can be found, where relative bias is close to unity (as large as possible).
3.2 Trigger efficiency
This section reports the study of the trigger efficiency as a function of illumination
level and trigger configuration measured with one master trigger patch on the
central PDP module, equipped with 7-dynode PMTs. The efficiency is measured
by setting a fixed trigger threshold and scanning the laser illumination levels
resulting in the so-called turn-on curve. The turn-on curves have been measured
in the self-triggered and externally-triggered mode and compared to simulations
of the measurement set-up. As the camera does not report, which trigger patch
was above the trigger threshold, all trigger patches in the camera would have to be
measured separately in the self-triggered mode, therefore a representative trigger
patch was chosen, confirming the agreement with FCTriggerSim.
Verification of self-triggered trigger efficiency
For each setting of background illumination three representative trigger thresh-
olds have been chosen, which would result in accidental camera trigger rates of
∼ 1, 3 and 10 kHz. Then the intensity of the laser flashes was increased step-by-
step scanning the trigger responses for each given trigger threshold. An event is
classified as true or false positive based on the presence of the electrical laser trig-
ger signal at its expected position (also possible in high NSB or low signal-to-noise
ratio regimes). When this external pulse was found at the correct time stamp, the
event was counted as a true event, otherwise it was classified as a false trigger,
originating from background fluctuations. The laser was set to an emission rate
of 1.5 kHz and data was taken for ∼ 7 seconds, resulting in ∼ 10,500 potential true
positives. The exact measured time for each run was calculated by taking the Δ𝑡
between the first and last recorded event in each run. The ratio of true triggers
versus all laser flashes for each intensity step results then in the trigger efficiency
(turn-on curves) shown in figures 3.4-3.6.
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Figure 3.4: Trigger efficiency measurement with no background illumination and
10,000 events per setting in self-triggered mode (data points with error bars show-
ing the statistical error) and externally-triggered mode (solid lines) for three trigger
thresholds resulting in accidental camera trigger rates of 1, 3 and 10, kHz. The
bottom figure shows the relative deviation between self-triggered and externally-
triggered measurements.
The same measurement settings were then kept and an additional data taking
run performed, but triggering the camera on the external laser pulse, and tak-
ing exactly 10,000 events. These events were processed with FCTriggerSim and
events with a trigger signal above the same trigger threshold, as in the previous
measurement, were counted as true triggers. The results of this analysis are also
shown in figures 3.4-3.6. The results show a good agreement between the self-
and externally-triggered analysis (within statistical uncertainty), and an overall
agreement between the 50% intensity of the turn on curves and the set trigger
threshold with the largest discrepancy in the turn-on curves without background
illumination.
Comparison of simulations & externally triggered trigger efficiency
The externally-triggered measurements have been analysed in steps of 10 PE of
the trigger threshold by choosing the closest corresponding value in hardware
units (cf. figure 3.7 and 3.8). Shown are background rates of 417 MHz PE and
828 MHz PE for one setting of the scaling parameter (S=43, Clipping=∼ 35 PE).
The Poissonian model additionally shown in the figures has been obtained by
a simple toy Monte-Carlo PMT model of the amplification at the first dynode.
This model assumed a gain 𝐺 = 7 the gain at the first dynode and the fraction
of under amplified photoelectrons at 10%, with a relative amplitude of 1/6. The
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Figure 3.5: Trigger efficiency measurement with 417 MHz PE illumination and
10,000 events per setting in self-triggered mode (data points with error bars show-
ing the statistical error) and externally-triggered mode (solid lines) for three trigger
thresholds resulting in accidental camera trigger rates of 1, 3 and 10, kHz. The
bottom figure shows the relative deviation between self-triggered and externally-
triggered measurements.
background illumination was modelled using a normal distribution with zero
mean and a width of 𝜎 =
√︁
𝑓NSB · 𝜏trigger_width · 𝑛pix, with 𝜏trigger_width = 8 · 10−9 𝑛𝑠
and 𝑓NSB the expected rate of background photoelectrons per pixel.
𝐴(𝑘, 𝜎) = 0.9
𝒫(𝐺 · 𝑘 | = 𝐺)
𝐺
+ 0.1
𝒫(6 · 𝐺 · 𝑘 | = 𝐺)
𝐺 · 6 +𝒩( = 0, 𝜎)
with 𝒫 the Poissonian probability mass function and 𝒩 the normal distribution
probability density function, and 𝑘 the expected number of photoelectrons in the
trigger patch. Using this equation a sufficient number of amplitudes have been
produced, populating the cumulative distribution of 𝐴. The results of the mode,
the full sim_telarray simulations and the measurements agree within 3% at the
50%-intensity point, except for very low intensities and trigger thresholds.
Emulation of time-gradient in arrival time
Cherenkov flashes from air showers may exhibit a time gradient from pixel to
pixel up to one ns, mainly dependent on the impact parameter. To study this
effect, this time gradient has been emulated by offsetting the sampling phase of
individual pixels in the measured trigger patch. The relative sampling phase
between all channels in a ADC card can be shifted up to 32 ns in steps of 1 ns;
intended to compensate delays between the readout channels. This has been used
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Figure 3.6: Trigger efficiency measurement with 828 MHz PE illumination and
10,000 events per setting in self-triggered mode (data points with error bars show-
ing the statistical error) and externally-triggered mode (solid lines) for three trigger
thresholds resulting in accidental camera trigger rates of 1, 3 and 10, kHz. The
bottom figure shows the relative deviation between self-triggered and externally-
triggered measurements.
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Figure 3.7: Trigger efficiency measurements as solid line, simulated data as dashed
lines for a range of trigger thresholds. The background illumination was at
417 MHz PE. The lines with 40 and 50 PE trigger threshold result in accidental
camera trigger rates in the range of 1-10 kHz. The dotted lines show the trigger
shapes due to poissonian statistics and excess noise of only one dynode.
in the measurement set-up to delay pixels contributing to the trigger patch along
the up-down axis of the camera in steps of 1 ns (cf. 3.11). The resulting trigger
efficiency curves are shown in figures 3.9 and 3.9 for two levels of background
illumination levels (417 and 828 MHz) respectively and compared to the undelayed
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Figure 3.8: Trigger efficiency measurements in solid line, simulated data in dashed
lines for a range of trigger thresholds. The background illumination was at
828 MHz PE. The lines 50 and 60 PE trigger threshold result in accidental cam-
era trigger rates in the range of 1-10 kHz. The dotted lines show the trigger shapes
due to poissonian statistics and excess noise of only one dynode.
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Figure 3.9: Trigger efficiency measurements for no time-gradient and a 1 ns time-
gradient pixel-to-pixel with 417 MHz background illumination. Results show a
shift of the 50% point of about 1-2%.
measurements. Figure 3.12 shows the shift of the 50% intensity for all studied
trigger thresholds to be between 0.5% and 2.0% for measurements with night-sky
background but moderate trigger thresholds and between 1% and 2% for higher
thresholds, where the probability for accidental trigger decreases rapidly. As the
trigger threshold is applied to the sum of the trigger signals from individual pixels
this behaviour can be expected, namely contributions to the sum stem not from
the maximum of the pulse, but slightly offset from their rising or falling edge.
This effect is also modelled by the Monte-Carlo simulations.
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Figure 3.10: Trigger efficiency measurements for no time-gradient and a 1 ns time-
gradient pixel-to-pixel with 828 MHz background illumination. Results show a
shift of the 50% point of about 1-2%.
Figure 3.11: Measured pulses in 9 pixels of two exemplary events. The left panel
shows the phase aligned set-up, whereas the right panel highlights the phase-
delay of 1 ns between horizontal pixel rows in the camera. The pixels per row are
grouped in a 1-3-3-2 pattern.
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Figure 3.12: The relative increase (shift) of the intensity at the 50%-efficiency due
to 1 ns delay (pixel-to-pixel) depending on the trigger threshold. The overall shift
can be estimated to be between 1 and 2 %.
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(a) Trigger signal distribution (T) as function of mean light intensity ⟨𝐼9𝑝𝑖𝑥⟩.
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(b) Relative trigger signal distribution 𝑇/⟨𝐼9𝑝𝑖𝑥⟩ as function of mean light intensity ⟨𝐼9𝑝𝑖𝑥⟩.
Figure 3.13: The black lines show a trigger threshold increasing in steps of 10 TLSB.
The bottom figure shows the crossing points of the distribution with the trigger
threshold resulting in the turn-on curves for each given trigger threshold.
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3.3 Camera trigger uniformity
The previous section 3.2 has detailed the study of the trigger efficiency for one
trigger patch, including the results of the self-triggered turn-on measurements.
To study the 50% intensity points at the camera scale, the trigger sharpness and
the uniformity across the camera, the externally triggered datasets containing all
master trigger patches in the camera have been analysed for different levels of
night-sky background light. Figures 3.13a and 3.13b show an intermediate step
of the analysis for one trigger patch. The upper panel in figure 3.13a shows the
trigger signal (T) distribution, for a mean reconstructed charge in a master trigger
patch (per laser setting), while figure 3.13b gives the relative distribution. The
black lines show the trigger thresholds in steps of 10 TLSB.
The crossing points between the percentiles points and the trigger threshold
lines represent then the mean light intensity, at which the trigger patch has a
trigger efficiency value of the corresponding percentile and trigger threshold.
The lower panels of 3.13 are identical and show the resulting turn-on curves for
the corresponding trigger thresholds.
This analysis has been performed for all 588 trigger patches in the camera and
the distribution of the 50%-point of the turn-on curves are shown in figure 3.14.
The bands show the 5-95th percentile distribution over all camera trigger patches,
giving an estimate of the uniformity of the trigger threshold across the camera.
The value of T𝑃𝐸 is derived from the trigger threshold in TLSB by application of
equation 2.17 and using the an average trigger gain. The ratio of the trigger signal
𝑇𝑃𝐸 to the 𝐼50 then represents the relative bias between the expected intensity (due
to the value of trigger threshold) and actually reconstructed charge.
The median bias for all measured levels of background light (up to ∼ 2 GHz)
and the full range of possible trigger thresholds is shown to be within 1%.
The uniformity of the 50% point across all trigger patches is shown by the
shaded bands (5-95 percentiles) in figure 3.14 and can be estimated to be within
±1% for the relevant regions of background light and signal intensities.
The trigger sharpness is shown in figure 3.15 by determining the spread (10-
and 90%-points) of the light intensities measured for a given trigger threshold.
This spread increases with more background light and scales with the trigger
threshold. The measured results are compared to the expected 10-to-90% spread
of a Poisson distribution scaled with the known excess noise factor of the FlashCam
PMTs, which shows a very good agreement with the measured spread.
𝜎90−10 = 𝒫PPF(0.9|) − 𝒫PPF(0.1|) (3.3)
 = TPE + BPE (3.4)
𝐵PE = NSB · 𝜏effective · npix (3.5)
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with 𝒫PPF the Poisson percent point function evaluated at the 10 and 90 percentile
points.TPE is the trigger threshold in units of photoelectrons, while BPE is the
effective number of background photoelectrons. This effective number scales
the mean number of background photoelectrons per sample and pixel with an
effective integration window (the width of the pulse shape 𝜏effective = 8𝑛𝑠) and the
number of pixels in the trigger patch (npix = 9).
The distribution across the trigger patches of the camera are again shown as
shaded regions (5 and 95th percentile). The spread increases for high trigger
thresholds, as the clipping is applied channel-wise and downward fluctuations
may still produce trigger signals, which are below the threshold even if the mean
intensity in the trigger patch is larger than the trigger threshold. The 90% point
on the other hand reaches the trigger maximum earlier and continues to increase
with increasing laser intensity.
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Figure 3.14: The relative bias of the expected value of the trigger threshold (using
eq. 2.17 the 50 percent point of the turn-on curve is shown as a function of of the
trigger threshold in TLSB. The distribution for all trigger patches in the camera
is given by showing the median as the solid line, while the shaded regions give
the 5 and 95 percentile of the distribution. The colours show the same analysis
for increasing levels of background illumination. The relative bias is within 1%,
while the homogeneity of the camera is within 1.5%. The curve for no background
illumination shows the largest deviations, but this setting is not expect to occur in
the field. The drop of the bias for higher thresholds is due to the clipping of the
individual channels. The upper axis shows the mean trigger threshold in units of
photoelectrons.
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Figure 3.15: The spread of the turn-on curves is estimated by the absolute difference
in light intensity of the 10 and 90 percent trigger efficiency values (𝐼90−10) as
a function of trigger threshold. The median of the distribution over all trigger
patches in the camera is shown as a solid line, while the 90% of the distribution
are given by the shaded regions. The spread is given for increasing levels of
background illumination. The Poisson limit (widened by the excess noise of the
PMTs) is shown as the dotted line, with T the trigger threshold and B the number
of expected background photoelectrons added to the trigger signal (cf. eq. 3.3).
The upper axis shows the mean trigger threshold in units of photoelectrons.
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Figure 3.16: Depiction of the camera trigger rates due to night-sky background
(the night sky wall) and signal trigger rates. The signal rates include air showers.
Two sources of background dominate the camera trigger rate: for high thresh-
olds, air showers of non 𝛾-ray origin present a nearly irreducible background
because of very similar topologies as 𝛾-rays 1. However, for low thresholds, the
main source of accidental or background triggers is light originating from the night
sky. The expected rate of background light is estimated to vary between 300 MHz
and 1500 MHz of photoelectrons per pixel for a FlashCam camera mounted on an
MST. The variation in the background illumination levels depends mostly on the
region of the sky the telescope is pointing towards. The choice of the actual trigger
parameters in operation has to take the observation conditions into account — the
galactic plane and nebulae such as that surrounding the Eta Carinae 𝛾-ray source
present diffuse backgrounds factors of three to five times brighter than the extra-
galactic background light. A coincidence condition between multiple telescopes
in a telescope array allows to efficiently discard these background triggers. It is
nevertheless important, that all telescopes are operating with minimal deadtime,
otherwise a signal trigger may be missed, giving an upper limit to the allowed
trigger rate of a single telescope. When setting the threshold too close to the so
called night sky wall, one has to keep in mind that a small change of background
illumination level will result in a considerable change in the camera trigger rate
(cf. 3.16). Understanding the background response of the trigger system and its
settings is therefore crucial. This task has been performed by using the Monte-
Carlo simulation framework, where the trigger response of the system could be
studied by changing individual PMT parameters artificially. The valid ranges
of the trigger settings have been studied by scanning parameters space, also in
ranges of artificial observation conditions, which are not expected to occur in the
field (e.g. a wider range of background illumination levels).
1The compact 9-pixel trigger of FlashCam is the configuration most sensitive to 𝛾-rays [priv.
comm. K. Bernlöhr]
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3.4.1 Methods to analysing background trigger rates
The laboratory set-up detailed in section 2.3 has been used to take data with the
FlashCam prototype illuminated with different levels of continuous background
light, in a range between 300 MHz and 4 GHz photoelectrons per pixel. The camera
was taking data in two different modes during the measurement campaigns. First
in self-triggered mode, a coarse scan of the available trigger parameter space
was performed while reading out only the minimum possible two samples per
event, determining the trigger rates of the camera. Second, using an internal
trigger from the readout system, reading out the maximum number of samples,
effectively taking 15.6 µ s snapshots of the digitised background illumination. The
datasets obtained in the second mode were used to recompute the trigger rates
from the digitised data offline on the MPIK computing cluster.
3.4.2 Simulation set-up
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Figure 3.17: Pixel-wise background illumination rates of the measured dataset with
an average illumination level of 417 MHz PE per pixel (exemplary for all measured
illumination levels). The left panel shows the measurement, which has been used
to extract a reference map of the laboratory conditions. This map was used to set the
pixel-wise NSB levels in the simulations (middle panel). The right panel compares
the distribution of the measured and simulated data with the Monte-Carlo goal
(the reference map).
The two-fold approach of this work has been to measure the various trigger
characteristics and tune and update the Monte-Carlo simulation description with
the gained knowledge, and in turn study the influence of the uncertainty associ-
ated with these parameters using simulations. The simulated datasets have been
produced using the PMT configurations presented in section 2.5 and the intrica-
cies of setting the gain (fadc_amplitude) in the simulations (detailed in section
2.4) have been taken into account. Additionally the simulations replicate the in-
homogeneities of the LED illumination in the laboratory. Figure 3.17 presents the
background light measured in the laboratory and replicated in simulations. Both
7-dynode and 8-dynode PMT variants have been simulated separately, taking the
respective gain values and change of the gain with increasing NSB into account.
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3.4.3 Validation of FCTriggerSim & self-triggered camera trigger rates
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Figure 3.18: The camera trigger rates due to background illumination of
417 MHz PE measured in self-triggered mode (online) are compared to the cal-
culated camera trigger rates (offline). Four settings of clipping values are shown.
Both measurements match and justify the use of FCTriggerSim for furthers studies.
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Figure 3.19: Self-triggered measurements of the camera trigger rates. Dotted
line connect measurements, where the camera readout exhibited deadtime, while
the solid lines show deadtime-free measurements. This confirms the expected
maximum readout rate to be ∼ 20 kHz.
The full camera trigger rates induced by homogeneous background illumi-
nation (417 MHz PE) have been measured in self-triggered mode to confirm the
correct implementation of FCTriggerSim. Figure 3.18 shows the comparison of
both measurements taken in sequence to minimise the effects of temperature
changes of the LED source and the camera. Each data point shown (labelled
“online” in fig. 3.18) has been measured separately with a relative statistical error
of 1%. The self-triggered measurements have been measured down to trigger
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rates of ∼hundred Hz here and hence took up to a minute per data point. In
the externally-triggered mode, the dataset amounts to 10,000 events, with 3900
samples, resulting in 15.6ms of data. Both measurements are in very good agree-
ment, confirming the match between the firmware and the implementation of
FCTriggerSim and allowing its application in the further studies.
A dedicated measurement, checking the expected deadtime-free readout rates
∼ 20 kHz, has been performed and is presented in figure 3.19. The trace length of
the read out events was set to 6 samples.
3.4.4 FCTriggerSim in floating point
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Figure 3.20: Camera trigger rate computed in floating point (labelled “float trig-
ger”) and integer numbers (labelled “Measured”) from measured datasets. The
unit conversion from TLSB to PE has been applied without the digitisation effects
taken into account.
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Figure 3.21: Camera trigger rate computed in floating point (labelled “float trig-
ger”) and integer numbers (labelled “Measured”) from measured datasets. The
unit conversion from TLSB to PE has been applied with the digitisation effects taken
into account (cf. eq. 3.6).
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The trigger path in the firmware and consequently the software reimplementa-
tion FCTriggerSim is calculated in integer numbers. There are two steps involving
a division. The first step is the application of the scaling parameter, where a
division by 256 (bit shift by 7) is applied after the multiplication with the scaling
parameter. The second division operation divides the 3-pixel sum by 2 (bit shift
1), before it is sent to the trigger cards. The effect of these truncations has been
studied by implementing the FCTriggerSim logic with 32-bit floating point logic
and applying the FCTriggerSim to the same NSB dataset.
An average correction for these truncation effects improves the accuracy when
converting trigger signals or trigger threshold from TLSB to PE. The resulting
relation is
𝑇corrected = 𝑇TLSB + 0.5 + 0.25 𝑛pixel (3.6)
where 𝑛pixel is the number of pixels in each master trigger patch. The difference
between uncorrected and corrected trigger signals can be observed in figure 3.20
and 3.21 respectively. The influence of the truncation is most pronounced for high
clipping settings, where the absolute values in the trigger path are smaller, and
the relative influence of the truncation is large.
3.4.5 Absence of correlated signals in the background
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Figure 3.22: Comparison of measured trigger rates with an artificial dataset, where
the pixel traces have been scrambled in time and space, cross-checking for corre-
lated background signals. The camera trigger rates have been calculated for a
range of clipping values. The scrambled and unscrambled trigger rates (solid and
dashed lines respectively) show no deviation for trigger rates > 100𝐻𝑧.
The contributions to the background light in the camera trigger rates con-
sidered so far are assumed to be from electronic noise, continuous illumination
(NSB) and afterpulsing. These sources are expected to be uncorrelated between
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individual pixels, i.e. the accidental trigger rate is expected to be mainly due to
fluctuations in the number of background photons. The afterpulsing rate is de-
pendent on the night-sky background intensity per pixel, but due to the uniform
distribution in arrival times of the photons, the induced afterpulses will be dis-
tributed equally in the readout traces.
The electronics may exhibit correlations nevertheless due to cross-talk between
channels, or artificial pulse-like signals, which may get picked up by the trigger.
The contribution to the overall camera trigger rate of any signal of this type has
been checked by analysing the internally-triggered datasets with FCTriggerSim,
but scrambling the raw readout traces of each pixel. More specifically, the events of
the dataset have been loaded into an intermediate buffer in chunks of 1764 events
(the same number as the number of pixels in the camera) and then constructing
new events, by first randomising the position of the pixels and then picking raw
traces at random from the buffer, with the added condition that no two traces
originate from the same original event. This algorithm ensures, that no trace in
the newly assembled event has an overlap in the recorded time interval with any
other trace and that groups of pixels which may be subject to a constant higher
light intensity are distributed equally over the camera.
The results of this cross-check are presented in figure 3.22. The unscrambled
and scrambled trigger rates show no significant deviations for trigger rates above
100 Hz confirming that these regions are dominated by uncorrelated background.
The tails in the 36 and 52 PE clipping curves must therefore originate from sources
producing simultaneous pulses in two or more pixels in a master trigger patch. A
likely explanation for these signals are muons passing through the PMTs or the
glass of the camera window.
In any case the contribution to the camera trigger rates, compared to the
expected hadron and electron induced shower background rates in later operation
(∼ 2-3kHz) are less than 1%.
3.4.6 Influence of the afterpulsing
The influence of the afterpulsing on the camera trigger rates has been studied
by varying the configurations in the sim_telarray simulations. Initial studies
of the FlashCam team had shown, that the FlashCam PMTs would be better
described with a spectrum, whose integral probability above 4 PE is of the order or
1·10−4. For this reason, the original configuration file with an integral afterpulsing
probability of 2 · 10−4 has been scaled by factors of 0.5 and 0.25 used in this
comparison. The later studies of the afterpulsing spectrum of the FlashCam
PMTs confirmed the results of the initial studies (results are shown in section 2.5).
The simulations presented here had been completed before the final update to the
simulation parameters had taken place. Nevertheless, the spectrum with a total
probability of 1 · 10−4 is the more realistic description of the PMTs and provides
a reference value in the comparisons in figure 3.23. The simulations, where
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(a) Clipping = 8 PE
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(b) Clipping = 16 PE
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(c) Clipping = 32 PE
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Figure 3.23: Camera trigger rates of Monte-Carlo simulations with four levels of
afterpulsing and a night-sky background rate of 300 MHz ·PE. Panels (A)-(D) show
the analysis of the same dataset with increasing levels of the clipping parameter.
While the influence of the afterpulsing is suppressed for a small clipping value
(8 PE), the contribution to the overall trigger rate increases up to higher clipping
values (32 PE), where it levels off. This is due to the fact, that the afterpulsing
probability in the simulations is defined up to 30 PE. However, comparison with
the measured afterpulsing spectra shows that this range is sufficient.
the PMTs exhibit no afterpulsing, act as a baseline comparison to estimate the
influence of the afterpulsing on the trigger threshold. The increase of the trigger
threshold due to the afterpulsing for a fixed camera trigger rate (between 103 and
104) for a high clipping (>32 PE) setting can be estimated to be between 5% and
15%. This confirms the assumption, that the camera trigger rate in the relevant
range is dominated by individual afterpulses combined with upward fluctuations
of the background photoelectron distribution and in turn making the scale factor
(due to the implied change of clipping threshold) an important parameter to tune
this contribution.
3.4.7 Influence of the single-photoelectron spectrum
As with the study of the influence of the afterpulsing on the camera background
trigger rates, dedicated simulations have been produced with both the new and
old single photoelectron spectrum configuration file. The results are presented in
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Figure 3.24: Comparison of simulated camera trigger rates highlighting the dif-
ference between the old and new single photoelectron spectrum configuration for
combinations of 7- and 8-dynode pulse shape with 300 MHz PE background illu-
mination levels. Each simulated dataset has been analysed with three settings of
the clipping parameter (8, 16, and 33 PE).
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Figure 3.25: Comparison of simulated camera trigger rates highlighting the dif-
ference between the old and new single photoelectron spectrum configuration for
combinations of 7- and 8-dynode pulse shape with 1200 MHz PE background illu-
mination levels. Each simulated dataset has been analysed with three settings of
the clipping parameter (8, 16, and 33 PE).
figure 3.24 and 3.24, with dedicated simulations using the 7- and 8-dynode PMT
configuration (including their respective afterpulsing spectra), and two settings
of the night-sky background rate (300 and 1200 MHz PE). The trigger settings in
this comparison used the 9-pixel sum trigger, the ppmm-filter and three settings of
the scaling parameter resulting in clipping values of 8, 16 and 33 PE. The variation
of the clipping (as shown before) tunes the influence of the afterpulsing and
therefore the relative influence of the night-sky background fluctuations and the
induced afterpulsing in the 300 MHz PE simulations (cf. figure 3.24a, 3.24b).
The actual shape of the single photoelectron spectrum has the strongest influ-
ence in the night-sky background (low clipping or high NSB) dominated regime,
as the pulse heights of the detected photoelectrons are sampled from the SPE
distribution, while the afterpulsing spectrum did not change.
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Attributing the size of the shift of the trigger threshold between both input
configurations to a specific feature in the single photoelectron spectrum would
require detailed studies, varying the input spectrum artificially and studying the
single- and multi photoelectron response of the trigger filters on a single readout
channel level instead of the full camera trigger level. An interpretation of the
shown behaviour would be, that the wider effective integration window of the
8-dynode PMT trigger filter responds stronger on a change of the pulse height
distribution width (as the new SPE spectrum is slightly narrower, and has a smaller
excess noise factor). In other words, the reduced variation in the neighbouring
samples of the trigger response peak has a stronger influence on wider input pulse
shapes.
The maximal shift in trigger threshold for the presented parameter variations
is of the order of 3% for 8-dynode PMT and less for the 7-dynode PMT.
3.4.8 Number of pixels in master trigger patch
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of measured camera trigger rates with 9- and 21-pixel
trigger patches. Additional variations shown are for two levels of NSB and two
settings of the clipping parameter.
The trigger system may be configured with a variable number of 3-pixel
patches contributing to each final master trigger patch sum. The trigger sum
is expected to behave similar to an increase in background illumination or an
increase in number of pixels contributing, as the signals from each pixel are un-
correlated (as long as the background illumination matches the respective change
in the number of pixels). This is demonstrated in figure 3.26, where the measured
camera trigger rates with 9- and 21-pixel sums are shown for two levels of back-
ground illumination and two settings of the clipping parameter. The clippings
have been chosen to allow for the full contribution of the afterpulsing (32 PE)
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FWHM of trigger signal
Shaping Filter 7-dynode PMT 8-dynode PMT
2pm 6.5 ns 7.1 ns
2pom 8.0 ns 8.4 ns
ppmm 8.9 ns 9.4 ns
ppomm 10.7 ns 10.9 ns
Table 3.1: Effective width of the filter response pulse shapes (7- and 8-dynode
PMTs), derived from the median full-width at half-maximum of the input pulse
shapes, subsampled in steps of 0.1 ns.
and a cut-off of the afterpulsing (16 PE), while still allowing the full range of the
fluctuations of the NSB in both settings. The increase in NSB reduces the gap
between the two clipping curves of the 9-pixel trigger sum, which is expected as
the background fluctuations are dominated more by the pile-up and the effect of
the afterpulsing is less pronounced. The comparison to the 21-pixel curves at the
same NSB level shows a similar effect as the NSB increase for the 9-pixel sum,
while an increase in the NSB rate for the 21-pixel sums moves the camera trigger
rates further into the pile-up dominated regime. Naturally, for a fixed camera
trigger rate and a fixed level of background illumination, the trigger threshold
will be shifted towards higher levels, when switching from 9- to 21-pixel sums.
3.4.9 The trigger shaping filters
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of the 4 available shaping filters, for one setting of back-
ground illumination at 417 MHz PE and 9-pixel patches. Comparisons are shown
for two levels of clipping (16 and 32 PE). The trigger rates are computed from
7-dynode PMT simulations.
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The responses of the 4 available trigger shaping filters applied to the pulse
shape have already been discussed in section 2.5 and the effective integration
widths of the trigger shaping filters are given in table 3.1. Figure 3.27 shows the
difference in the camera trigger rates due to the different effective integration
times.
The difference between the filters is more pronounced in the lower clipping
setting, where the influence of the night-sky background fluctuations dominate
and the effective integration window plays a larger role. In the high clipping
setting the higher afterpulses are allowed to contribute more and the ratio of
afterpulse height to average background pulse height gets larger, reducing the
influence of the night-sky background and therefore reducing the influence of the
effective integration windows of the trigger shaping filters.
For the low clipping settings, the difference between the shaping filters is up
to 20% for a fixed camera trigger rate. The difference of the trigger threshold for
a high clipping in the relevant camera readout rates (< 20 kHz) is on the order
of 10% between all filters, reducing to ∼ 5%, when disregarding the ppomm filter,
which has the widest trigger response shape.
3.4.10 Comparison of measurements and Monte-Carlo simulations
The results regarding the input parameters and trigger parameter variations so
far presented have been derived from Monte-Carlo simulations of the camera. An
extensive comparison of the latest Monte-Carlo description for the 7- and 8-dynode
PMTs variants with the measurement set-up are presented here. Figure 3.28
highlights the variation of clipping parameter, while figure 3.29 reports the results
for the full range of the evaluated night-sky background levels (0-4 GHz PE).
The per-channel dynamic range in units of photoelectrons of the trigger system
depends on the scaling parameter (S). The clipping value depends inversely on the
scaling parameter and limits the contribution to the total trigger sum. This limit
influences mainly the contribution of the PMT afterpulsing to the background
trigger rates, which has been shown to dominate the camera triggers in the region
of dead-time free readout (cf. 2.5) and night-sky background rates < 1 GHz PE.
The contribution of the afterpulsing is less pronounced in the pile-up dominated
regime with higher levels of background illumination (cf. 3.28c), as the sum of
expected number of photoelectrons due to the NSB is notably larger than any
contribution of an afterpulse 2. Lowering the clipping further will reduce the
contribution of the afterpulsing substantially, but also reduce the dynamic range
of the system. For increased levels of NSB, this might truncate the per-channel NSB
fluctuations, suppressing any signal contribution. Increasing the clipping to very
2This can be seen by the smaller relative shift in trigger threshold for a fixed camera trigger
rate (∼ 5% at 1 kHz) between clipping values of 15.5 and 31.5 PE, while the effect of the clipping is
more pronounced for lower night-sky background rates (∼ 15% and ∼ 8% for 417 and 828 MHz PE
respectively).
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high values (decreasing the scaling) beyond 30 PE shows no notable difference, as
the probability for such high afterpulses is negligible (< 10
−7
). Additional results
for higher levels of NSB (up to ∼ 4 GHz PE) are presented in figure 3.29, while
the shift of the trigger threshold with increasing NSB for fixed camera readout
rates is shown in figure 3.30. Both results show that a clipping of ∼ 8 PE starts to
truncate the trigger amplitudes at ∼ 1 GHz PE and a clipping of ∼ 16 PE will show
an influence at ∼ 2.5 GHz PE.
3.4.11 Discussion of the Monte-Carlo simulations
The final set of simulation parameter updates had been incorporated into the
simulations shown in figures 3.28, 3.29 and 3.30. For all simulations and measure-
ments shown, the ppmm-filter and a trigger patch size of 9 pixels have been used.
Four scale factors were chosen (34, 48, 96 and 191), and variations of the back-
ground illumination for a range of 0-4 GHz PE. The simulations additionally were
using the respective 7- and 8-dynode PMT descriptions, namely the pulse shape,
afterpulsing spectrum for both cases, and the single photo electron spectrum of the
7-dynode PMT. As the measurements were taken with a flat fielding on the trigger
gain, taking the different pulse shape responses of the PMT types into account,
the simulations were using different gain values (fadc_amplitude) between the 7-
and 8- dynode PMT variants. This should in principle yield comparable clipping
values when setting the scaling factors (in TLSB).
Comparing the differences between the simulated and the measured camera
trigger rates over the studied parameter space, shows an excellent overall agree-
ment. The notable difference in the camera trigger rates in specific regions of the
parameter space will be discussed in the following.
Comparing the curves for the 8.0 PE clipping in figure 3.28 with increasing
night-sky background rates, a shift in the trigger threshold of±5% can be observed.
While this is an excellent agreement over a broad range of the parameter space,
the remaining subtleties will be studied in the following.
The simulations overestimate the camera trigger rates for low illumination lev-
els, as the cut-off due to the clipping sets in earlier in the high illumination region.
An overestimation of the camera trigger rate can also be observed for the curves
applying the clipping at ∼ 16 PE and ∼ 31 PE in the regime of higher background
illumination (828 MHz PE), where the afterpulsing is expected to be less influ-
ential. On the other hand, the simulations agree with the measurements in the
regime were the afterpulsing is more dominant (NSB rates 417 and 828 MHz PE
and > 31 PE clipping).
This effect can be best observed, by comparing the change of the difference
of the trigger threshold for the ∼ 16 PE clipping curve with increasing night-sky
background rate (cf. figure 3.29b). For low illumination levels, the trigger rate is
dominated by the afterpulsing and in good agreement between measurement and
simulations, while an increase of the NSB levels leads to a small overestimation
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of the trigger rates and finally to the reverse trend between the 2016 MHz PE and
2662 MHz PE simulations, where the clipping value starts to influence the upward
fluctuations of the background light distribution.
An additional subtle difference between the 7- and 8-dynode simulations
shows up when comparing the camera trigger rates in figure 3.28. The 7-dynode
PMT simulations result in a higher camera trigger rate (or higher trigger thresh-
old) than the 8-dynode PMT simulations for low illuminations and high clipping
values, while this behaviour switches with increasing NSB rates or lower clip-
ping values (cf. figure 3.28a). As the total afterpulsing probability is higher for
the 7-dynode PMTs than the 8-dynode PMTs (1.2 · 10−4 compared to 1.0 · 10−4)
the 7-dynode camera trigger rate simulations are expected to exhibit a higher
camera trigger rate (or trigger threshold) in a regime where the afterpulsing is
dominant. On the other hand, the effective trigger width for the 8-dynode PMTs
is larger, expected to lead to higher camera trigger rates, where the night-sky
background is dominant. The combination of both influences leads then to the
observed switch-over between the camera trigger rates of the 7- and 8-dynode
PMT simulations.
The PDP modules in the camera prototype have been installed in alternating
patterns aiming for a homogeneous distribution of the PMT types in the camera
(cf. A.1). The master trigger patches in the camera consist of patches with either
a pure 7- or 8-dynode PMT composition (for the 9-pixel patch trigger setting) and
mixed patches, due to the overlap of the trigger sum. If one would assume a
perfect Monte-Carlo simulation description of the camera, one would expect the
measured trigger rates to follow simulations of both PMT types in their respective
dominant regime, while being bounded by the simulations in between. This is
only true for parts of the parameter space, where no relevant truncation of the
trigger amplitudes (either due to NSB fluctuations or afterpulsing) occurs. The
parts of the parameter space where the description starts to deviate represent
the extreme regions of the system, where even small uncertainties of the input
parameters emerge. In general, the camera is slightly better described by the
7-dynode PMT simulation parameters, although the largest difference between
both simulation types and the measured camera trigger rates is on the order of
5% in trigger threshold in the deadtime-free camera readout rates < 20 kHz.
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Figure 3.28: Camera trigger rate measurements and simulations are shown in panel
(A)-(C) with increasing levels of background illumination (417-2016 MHz·PE).
Trigger rates have been computed for four settings of the scaling parameter. 7- and
8-dynode PMTs were simulated separately and are shown as dashed and dotted
lines, while camera measurements are shown in solid line. Trigger threshold for
the simulations were converted to PE by applying the trigger gain computed from
the trigger_loss of their respective pulse shapes, while the measurements were
converted by using the trigger gain from the live system calibrations.
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Figure 3.29: Camera trigger rates computed from measured and simulated data.
7- and 8-dynode PMTs have been simulated separately (dashed and dotted lines),
while the measured datasets are shown as solid lines. Panels (A)-(C) show the
datasets computed with increasing clipping values (decreasing scaling parameter).
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Figure 3.30: The change of the camera trigger threshold with increasing levels of
night-sky background rate are shown for fixed camera trigger rates, for 4 levels
of clipping. Panel A shows results from measurements, while panel B shows the
results from simulations of 7-dynode PMTs. Clipping values are calculated from
the measured trigger gain for the measured datasets, while the clipping values for
the simulations use the trigger response values derived from the measured pulse
shape.
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3.5 Summary & the choice of the trigger settings
This study has shown that the fully-digital trigger system of FlashCam operates
as expected and can be successfully emulated using a software implementation
of the same logic. It has been shown that the systematic characteristics of the
trigger system can be fully understood and applied equally to the Monte-Carlo
simulations, demonstrating the advantages over camera systems with a separate
analogue trigger path. The largest sources of uncertainty in the description of the
camera have been traced back to the description of the photomultiplier tubes.
Comparisons between the charge reconstruction and the trigger signal compu-
tation show an excellent agreement within 1% when assuming an average pulse
shape for each of the two PMT types. Equally the comparison between the ex-
pected trigger threshold and the measured light intensities agrees within 1% with
a spread over all camera trigger patches of < 1.5%. The turn-on characteristics of
the trigger threshold have been shown to operate close to the Poissonian limit and
scale as expected with increasing night-sky background illumination.
The simulation description of the camera and the trigger system have been
improved in the context of this work, achieving a similar agreement of 1% in the
signal dominated trigger regime, while the accidental camera trigger rates due to
the background illumination have shown to exhibit a shift less than 5% in trigger
threshold between the simulations and the measurements.
It is worthwhile to note that due to the digital nature of the camera, all advances
in understanding the detector response simultaneously improve the description
of the trigger as well as the signal reconstruction of air shower images.
The choice of the trigger settings
The results regarding the individual trigger parameters are collected and dis-
cussed here with the aim to present a possible strategy regarding the choice of the
trigger settings.
Trigger filter The implementation of the four possible trigger filters has been
detailed in sec. 2.2, the pulse shape dependent response in sec. 2.5 and the dif-
ference between the four variants has been studied using simulated datasets in
sec. 3.4.9. The trade-off between the properties of the filters results in a choice
between a better trigger amplitude resolution and a worse effective integration
window for night-sky background induced trigger signals as well as a wider trig-
ger timing window. As both aspects have been deemed equally important, the
middle-ground has been chosen with the ppmm-filter, which has the additional
averaging effect, compared to the 2pom-filter.
Size of the trigger patches The influence of the size of the trigger patches has
been discussed in section. 3.4.8. A direct consequence of an increased trigger patch
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size is the increased collection of additional photoelectrons from the night-sky
background into the trigger sum. This shifts the trigger threshold to higher values
for the same level of background illumination. Reducing the trigger threshold
as low as possible, resulting in a lower energy threshold of the experiment is
desirable, which favours a smaller patch size. However, the final decision is
dependent on the size and light distribution of the Cherenkov images. Dedicated
simulations have been performed using air shower simulations, resulting in the
choice of the 9-pixel master trigger patch size as the default. These simulations
used a fixed safe threshold close to the night-sky wall for both 9- and 21-pixel
trigger patch sizes, and compared the minimum energy of hadronic air showers
still detectable at the given trigger threshold.
Scaling / Clipping The scaling parameter turned out to influence a multitude
of aspects of the trigger system. The dynamic range of the channel-wise trig-
ger amplitudes is set by this parameter, with special caveats for the low trigger
amplitude regime, where the coarse-grained nature of the possible values of the
trigger amplitude leads to quantisation effects (cf. section 3.1.2). For the high trig-
ger amplitude regime, the maximum value of each channel leads to a clipping
effect, limiting the contribution of each channel to final trigger sum. The clip-
ping is most influential on the contribution of afterpulses, allowing to limit their
contribution to the final trigger sum. The influence of the afterpulsing has been
discussed with dedicated simulations in section 3.4.6 and the resulting compari-
son between measurements and simulations, as well as the change of the resulting
camera trigger rates, when going from lower night-sky background intensities to
more pile-up dominated regimes, have been discussed in section 3.4.10.
The clipping should be set such that one pixel may not trigger a camera readout
by itself (e.g. due to an afterpulse and the usual upward fluctuations of the night-
sky background), but allowing fluctuations in the individual pixel contributions.
Limiting these contributions by setting a low clipping value would in that sense
defeat the purpose of a sum trigger, as the light content (due to the limited range)
allowed per pixel would act more as a coincidence trigger than a sum trigger. It
is this flexibility of the sum trigger regarding the varying shape of the Cherenkov
image, which lead to the implementation of the sum trigger in the first place. This
implies a clipping value smaller than, but close to the trigger threshold.
Trigger threshold Using the aforementioned settings for the trigger settings,
i.e. a scaling factor between 30 and 50 for an average trigger gain of 7.0 TLSB,
results in clipping values between ∼ 30 and 45 PE. The desired accidental camera
trigger rate must be chosen (e.g. 3 kHz) and the trigger threshold set dependent on
the worst-case night-sky background conditions one wishes to support (cf. figure
3.30). Due to the steepness of the night-sky wall, additional safe margins on
the threshold could be desirable, as the readout rate could be driven beyond its
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maximum readout rate by upward fluctuations in the NSB rate. The minimum
threshold for an NSB rate of 300 MHz PE (around the nominal night-sky back-
ground for a FlashCam-MST at CTA south) would be at ∼ 45 PE, increasing to
∼ 55 PE for double the nominal rate and shifting to ∼ 75 PE for 1.5 GHz PE.
At this stage, practical considerations have to be taken into account. On the one
hand, as the observatory operates with an additional array wide trigger, triggered
events are handed over to a central trigger system, accepting only coincidences
between telescopes and thus filtering the accidental triggers. This allows the
cameras to operate closer to the night-sky wall and at a lower threshold.
On the other hand, the data processing and the central trigger system must be
able to handle the incoming data rates of the individual cameras safely. Saturating
the processing power of the central trigger, due to individual telescopes firing at
high trigger rates, would paralyse the whole array of telescopes, rendering the
benefits of a lower trigger threshold moot. Additionally, parts of the analysis
rely on Monte-Carlo simulations giving accurate results regarding the trigger
threshold, e.g. the computation of the effective area of the observatory, which is
required to determine the flux of a source. Depending on the desired accuracy
of the simulations, this implies dedicated simulations for different levels of night-
sky background and their respective trigger settings. This parameter space grows
quickly, where the extra overhead may prove very time-consuming and costly.
A possible strategy is then to pick a scaling value and a trigger threshold for a
range of night-sky background levels for which the camera is operating deadtime
free and switching to the respective next set for observation conditions which
require a higher trigger threshold.
An additional viable strategy for dealing with high night-sky background
observation conditions should be mentioned here. For conditions, where the
dynamic range of the channel-wise trigger values is not sufficient and the scaling
parameter would need to be set to very low values, the trigger gain could be
decreased by reducing the gain (the high voltage) of the photomultiplier tubes
itself. This has the additional benefit of reducing the ageing the PMTs due to the
reduction in anode currents.
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Fluorescence light detection
capabilities
The fluorescence emission of air showers has been successfully used to study
cosmic rays cosmic rays incident at earth at energies >1017eV with small (<10m2)
but wide field of view (∼ 30°) telescopes. For IACTs, this emission has mostly been
regarded as contamination in the detection of the Cherenkov emission. However,
the isotropic emission of the fluorescence light and the large mirror sizes of the
MSTs planned in CTA bear the potential to extend the detection area of 𝛾-rays
beyond the light cone of the Cherenkov emission. The limited field of view of
IACTs presents a significant challenge in the detection and reconstruction of the
fluorescence emission. In this chapter, the use of multiple telescopes detecting
the fluorescence emission of air showers in stereoscopy is studied by using the
25 MST baseline CTA-south observatory telescope array with FlashCam camera
mounted telescopes. The digital, reconfigurable trigger system of FlashCam is
used to derive a hybrid trigger system, that may detect both the fast Cherenkov
light as well as the much slower signatures of fluorescence emission. The aim of
a possible trigger system would be to implement a second trigger path parallel
to the existing Cherenkov trigger, enabling the detection of slower time signature
signals from air showers in a non-disruptive way.
The successful implementation of the trigger logic allows then to the study
the effective area the CTA-South MST sub-array would have, using the slow
trigger algorithm. The detection power of the fluorescence emission of air showers
produced by 𝛾- and hadronic induced air showers above 1 PeV has also been
studied, taking into account two pointing strategies. To asses the differential flux
sensitivity on PeV 𝛾 emitting point sources, a shower axis reconstruction algorithm
has been devised, determining an estimate of the angular resolution of the MST
array. The simulations used in this work, were produced with the CORSIKA [24]
and sim_telarray [8] simulation packages 1.
1The fluorescence light emission implementation in CORSIKA was kindly provided by
D. Morcuende [47]
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4.1 Trigger design & event selection
The design of a trigger algorithm, which is able to detect the isotropic fluores-
cence emission of air showers has to take the spatial distribution and arrival time
structure of the incoming photons into account. The fluorescence photons may
arrive over a large time interval (up to ∼𝑠) due to the side-on observation of the
shower and the variable impact distances still observable (up to ∼km, depending
on the energy of the primary particle). Due to the small angular field of view
of the FlashCam pixels mounted on an MST (pixel FOV = 0.179°, flat-to-flat), not
too distant showers may be visible in more than one pixel along the line of the
shower axis. For example, 80% of the lateral spread of a vertical shower with a
5 km impact distance would cover ∼ 1.4° of the field of view of a telescope point-
ing 30° from zenith, resulting in a 7-9 pixels width of the shower detected in the
camera. The trigger strategy presented in this work has been developed with
the goal to determine the detectable parameter space of the incoming shower ob-
servables (energy of the primary particle, impact distance and orientation of the
shower axis relative to the array pointing). Compared to the Cherenkov trigger,
the photoelectrons of the incoming fluorescence photons are distributed over a
much wider time interval (𝑠) across the camera, despite the fine pixelisation the
photon emission of different parts of the shower along the line of sight of a pixel
may still be up to hundreds of nanoseconds, mainly because a pixel observes a
volumetric slice of the shower development.
Because of the large mismatch between the sampling rate (the natural timebase
for the trigger) and the signal time scale, a decimation step is needed to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio of the trigger signal. The aim of the design presented here
is to increase the signal-to-noise ratio within a channel by using a moving average
(named compression in this work) on the raw readout traces, with an compres-
sion width optimised for the time structure of the faintest images. The number of
photoelectrons detected depends on the primary energy and the distance to the
shower core in the FOV of the pixel. An additional correlation between neighbour-
ing pixels within the compression window of the raw sampled traces is needed
to increase the SNR to detectable levels. This neighbouring pixel correlation
makes use of the same averaging technique, and has been named the smoothing
parameter in this work (to distinguish from the compression parameter).
This smoothing takes places along the three major axis of the pixel lines in the
camera, averaging the signals in neighbouring pixels at the same time slice.
It shall be noted here, that these averaging operations may not be transferable
fully into a firmware trigger design on the ADC and trigger boards of the existing
FlashCam hardware (due to limitations of the FPGA). An averaging of the samples
within a readout channel is an easily implemented operation (compression), but
the correlation of the neighbouring pixels (smoothing) would have to use the
existing trigger patch summing technique of the already implemented Cherenkov
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trigger.
The combined application of the compression and smooth adds up the de-
tected photoelectrons from photons emitted within a certain volume (depending
on the respective width parameters) of the shower and if above a fixed trigger
threshold, produces a trigger signal of a master trigger patch. This is the first
stage of the proposed trigger logic, which may be implemented in similar form
using the ADC and trigger boards of FlashCam.
A second-level trigger to reduce accidental trigger due to night-sky back-
ground fluctuations is the detection of the shower track within an appropriate
time frame. A minimum number of trigger patches triggering along a line in the
camera coordinates would be needed to determine a track direction. In this work,
the track detection of the second stage has been implemented by setting require-
ments on distribution of all triggered pixels in the camera within the simulated
time window.
The computational capabilities regarding a track detection algorithm in the
firmware of the master card in the FlashCam camera is limited, but a minimum
working solution would be, to use a high enough trigger threshold of the first stage
triggers so that the readout rate due to accidental triggers would be sufficiently
low to allow the track detection to be performed on the readout server of the
camera. As will be reported later in section 4.2, a reasonable upper limit on the
mono-telescope event trigger rate is ∼ 2-3 Hz. The default trace length per event
of the readout system would be fixed for both trigger paths and be set according
to the requirements of the Cherenkov trigger, but within 20-128 samples. The
individual triggers of the master patches due to a shower passing through the
field of view would trigger a readout of these shorter events and be merged on
the readout server. Assuming a short readout trace length of ∼ 20 samples and a
long fluorescence event with up to 512 samples (as the “worst-case”), the average
trigger rate would be ∼ 75 Hz. The FlashCam readout system is able to process
event rates up to 20 kHz (or more, depending on the set trace length).
The accidental trigger rate of the first stage is determined by the number of
pixels above the threshold within each simulated event. With a trigger threshold
leading to a mean of one per ∼ 2𝑠, this requires an additional selection criterion
in the camera hardware, which can be addressed with a simple gating technique,
with the gate width set by the maximal expected time a track is visible within the
camera field of view (<1𝑠). Assuming a minimum number of 5 pixels within 256
samples to trigger a camera readout the expected accidental trigger rate amounts
to ∼ 14 Hz. This reduction of first level triggers is addressed by the second stage
implementation in this work.
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4.1.1 Algorithm
The reconstruction algorithm implemented in the fc-utils fluorescence event
reconstruction consists of two stages, which could be comparably mapped to
the capabilities of FlashCam hardware with a combination of the camera trigger
system and a second stage using the readout server. A short overview of the
individual steps of the algorithm are given here, where the first stage works on
the raw sampled traced of the camera, while the second stage is applied to the
already reconstructed peaks of the read out camera traces. An overview of the
individual steps of the algorithm are given in the following.
First stage - raw trace processing
Simple moving average The shaping filter in the reconstruction implementation
is a simple moving average applied two times, forwards and backwards on the
the channel readout trace to cancel phase delays, with variable number of total
applications (in this work, always set to two) and variable width𝑤. The algorithm
computes the moving average with a shift of 𝑤 of the samples in the index of
the input array on the forward application and again with the same shift on the
backwards application, leaving the centroid of the trace at the same sample. The
following equation details the iterative steps, with 𝑖 starting from 0 up to 𝑛−𝑤−1
and 𝑛 the total number of samples.
𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖+𝑤 +
𝑥𝑖+𝑤 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑤
with 𝑖 ∈ [𝑤, 𝑛] (4.1)
This leaves the edges of the input array unprocessed and would result in an
output array of size 𝑛 − 2 · 𝑤. The implementation used in this work applies a
linear interpolation to the sample values between the left edge of the output array
and the average of the 𝑤 − 1 unprocessed samples of the input array.
𝑦𝑖 = 𝑆 − (𝑆 + 𝑦𝑤)
𝑖
𝑤
with 𝑖 ∈ [0, 𝑤 − 1] and 𝑆 =
𝑤−1∑︂
𝑖=0
𝑥𝑖
𝑤
(4.2)
The right edge is treated similarly with inverted indices in the above equation.
Compared to other methods like zero-padding the input, ringing effects are re-
duced by the linear interpolation.
Compression - time component To increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
the read out traces, the simple moving average is applied to each readout channel
(pixel). To distinguish the operation from the hexagonal smoothing, this variable
parameter in the image reconstruction has been named the compression param-
eter. The default as the optimal parameter for this reconstruction method with a
width parameter 𝑤 = 14 samples (56 ns).
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Hexagonal smoothing - spatial component The spatial smoothing makes use of
the hexagonal layout of the pixels in FlashCam by defining a hexagonal coordinate
system, which defines three axes orthogonal to the rows of edge connected pixels.
This allows the application of the moving average along each line of pixels, for all
three directions, resulting in a symmetric smoothing, leaving the centroid of the
image intact. The moving average is applied with a width 𝑤 of 2 pixels along each
line of pixels. This is performed for each sample of the already compressed event.
The trigger threshold The compressed and smoothed readout traces are sub-
jected to a threshold and all local maxima above said threshold are counted as
triggers (later also used as reconstructed peaks, with a corresponding amplitude
and time). The threshold used for the peak search has been determined relative to
the noise level of the compressed and smoothed images, as the threshold in hard-
ware units (LSB) depends on values of both parameters. The minimum possible
pixel threshold determined in this work has been found to at 4.5 𝜎noise.
Second stage - image selection
Principal component analysis A principal component analysis (PCA [35]) of the
spatial distribution of the reconstructed peaks in the camera coordinate system
has been used to find a track like object from the reconstructed peaks. The
algorithm determines the axis of maximal variance of the spatial peak distribution,
resulting in a length and a width of the distribution (the standard deviation along
the major and minor axis) 2. The data points used in the PCA are weighted with the
amplitude of the reconstructed peaks, decreasing the influence of low amplitude
outliers. As the PCA does not take the time structure of the reconstructed peaks
into account (distributed within hundreds of time samples) additional selection
criteria on the distribution of the peaks have been set.
1. criterion: A minimum of 15 pixels inside the rectangular area spanned by the
length and width of the PCA components are required. This sets a minimum on
the size of the image.
2. criterion: A minimum of 50% of the pixels inside the rectangular area must
contain a reconstructed peak (containment ratio of 0.5). This ensures a minimum
compactness of the image, as the second stage does not account for the time
structure and far away individual accidental triggers result in a large size of the
rectangular area spanned by the PCA components (which is not selected against
by the first requirement).
2This is similar to the Hillas reconstruction technique used in the reconstruction of Cherenkov
images [27].
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4.1.2 Determination of the trigger parameters
The aim in determining the optimal trigger parameter settings was to avoid a
significant trigger rate due to accidental night-sky background, as the fluorescence
trigger mode is envisioned to run in parallel to the fast Cherenkov trigger and
should not impede the normal operation. The presented parameters of the trigger
algorithm have been determined by application of the trigger logic to events from
a simulated dataset using 1000 unique 10 PeV 𝛾-ray induced air showers3, with a
repetition parameter of 10 (CSCAT in CORSIKA), distributing the same simulated
air showers 10 times uniformly over the simulated area. The simulated area was
5 km · 3 km with the centre of the rectangular simulation area 3 km away from
the centre of the array (25 telescopes), and the longer edge of the simulation area
along the pointing direction of the array. The directions of the incoming primary
particles were distributed equally over the sky-dome spanning shower zenith
angles between 0° and 60°.
The fluorescence emission from each air shower, was processed with 11 sepa-
rate telescope pointings with zenith angles between 0° and 60° (and fixed azimuth
angle) and no night-sky background 4.
Additional night-sky background simulations with 300 MHz PE/pixel were
performed producing the same number of events and therefore noise traces as the
signal simulations. The trace length in both set-ups was 512 samples (2.048𝑠),
chosen such that the resulting photoelectron distribution would be contained
within the simulated time frame and the FAKE_TRIGGER parameter was used in
sim_telarray, such that a single photoelectron would already trigger a readout.
The traces from the night-sky background simulations were then added to
signal traces, producing the final signal dataset. The initial separate simulation
of signal and background allows the exact comparison and determination of the
signal response compared to the noise response of the trigger. For the purpose of
this study, the individual telescopes were treated as independent, as the aim was
to determine the trigger parameters on a camera level.
Results - first stage The compression parameter was scanned between values of
2 and 20 in steps of 2 samples and the trigger threshold in steps of 0.5 𝜎noise between
0 and 10. The trigger threshold is expressed in units of background noise levels,
due to the change of the pulse heights of the reconstructed pulses in absolute
hardware units (LSB) with changing compression and smoothing parameter.
3Initial studies during the development of the trigger logic had shown that 10 PeV 𝛾-rays pro-
vided a safe minimum energy to fine-tune the trigger settings. The achievable minimum trigger
threshold for a spectrum of simulated shower energies is presented in sec. 4.2 later in this chapter.
4A similar set-up but with more optimised boundaries is described in more detail in sec. 4.2 on
the effective area. The relevant property of the dataset used here to determine the trigger parameters
is the good coverage of image variations of the air showers (due to the finely spaced telescope zenith
angles).
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(a) Mean number of pixels above the threshold
of all triggered events in the signal+background
dataset.
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(b) Mean number of pixels above the threshold
of all triggered events in the pure background
dataset (300 MHz PE).
Figure 4.1: Comparison of the mean image size (number of pixels above the thresh-
old) of the pure night-sky background (300 MHz PE) dataset and a dataset using
fluorescence emission of 10 PeV 𝛾 added to the same background dataset. The
average number of pixels (per event) above the threshold are shown as a function
of the compression parameter and the trigger threshold.
Figure 4.1a shows the average number of pixels above the threshold as a func-
tion of the compression parameter and trigger threshold of the signal dataset,
while figure 4.1b shows the same parameter space for the background dataset.
The background subtracted trigger regime is shown in figure 4.2, where all events
of the signal dataset which had also triggered in the background dataset have been
discarded as false positives. The optimum value in the scanned parameter region
for a background-free trigger settings within the uncertainty of the number of
simulated noise events has been estimated at a compression parameter of 14, and
a trigger threshold of 4.5 𝜎noise noise equivalent units. The largest average number
of pixels per 10 PeV shower above the threshold is∼ 6.5. The hexagonal smoothing
width has been determined to 2. The variations of this parameter showed, that
no smoothing shifted the trigger threshold to such high levels, no suitable com-
pression parameter could be found, while a smoothing of ≥ 3 reduced the valid
range of the trigger thresholds to a very small range dynamic range in hardware
units (LSB) under the requirement of suppressed accidental trigger rates ∼ 1 Hz.
Results - second stage An additional scan of the parameter space with reduced
variation of the compression parameter (between 12 and 18 in steps of 2) has
been performed, using the full trigger logic with a minimum PCA region size
of 15 pixels and a containment ratio of 0.5 (half of the pixels inside the PCA
region must contain a peak above threshold). The fraction of true triggered events
(without background contamination) as a function of compression and trigger
threshold is shown in figure 4.3a. The maximum could also be found at∼ 4.5 𝜎noise
and compression 14. The trigger fraction decreases with lower threshold and
lower compression due to the increase in background induced triggers.
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Figure 4.2: The average image sizes of true positive events are shown as a function
of the compression parameter and trigger threshold. The point with the lowest
trigger threshold and largest image size can be observed at a compression of 14
samples and a trigger threshold of 4.5 𝜎noise.
The background trigger fraction has has been used to compute the average
expected background trigger rates (fig.4.3b). The expected trigger rate due to acci-
dental triggers for the default settings (compression 14, trigger threshold 4.5 𝜎noise)
is ∼ 1 Hz . This is an acceptable level, considering that no stereoscopic trigger re-
quirement has been set yet. The trigger rate was determined by counting any
event with any pixel above the threshold as triggered within the full time interval
of all simulated events (5.632 s). This assumes that no two triggers occur with the
same 512 samples of an event, which is a valid assumption in this low trigger rate
regime.
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(b) Accidental telescope trigger rate estimate due
to fluctuations of the night-sky background as
a function of the compression and the trigger
threshold. The trigger rate has been estimated
from the pure night-sky background dataset with
a total simulated time of 5.632 seconds.
Figure 4.3: Trigger fraction of true triggered events and accidental trigger rates due
to night-sky background at 300 MHz PE. The grey markers show the parameter
combinations with which the reconstruction was performed, while the contour
bands show the interpolation in between.
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4.1.3 Triggered images
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(a) Telescope 13 (X = 0m, Y = 325m) pointing at azimuth 0°, zenith 30°
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(b) Telescope 19 (X = 291m, Y = 450m) pointing at azimuth 0°, zenith 30°
Figure 4.4: Exemplary camera images of the fluorescence emission of a simulated
𝛾 shower seen in two telescopes with primary energy at 3 PeV, the direction of ori-
gin from azimuth 107°, zenith 19° and an impact point at 1.3km north and 1.0km
west of the array centre. The left panel shows the maximum in each channel in the
simulated time interval of 512 samples (2048 ns). The middle panel shows the trig-
gered and reconstructed peak amplitudes after application of the compression and
hexagonal smoothing. The right panel shows the reconstructed time of maximum
of the peaks.
To highlight the capabilities of the trigger system, two triggered events are
presented here. The first is a ∼ 3 PeV 𝛾-ray shower with an impact distance to
the telescope array of ∼ 1.6 km coming from East and a ∼ 19° angle from zenith
(cf. fig 4.4). The event is seen in three telescopes, of which two are shown here.
The second a ∼ 23 PeV 𝛾-ray shower coming from South-West, behind the
telescope pointing direction (cf. fig. 4.5). The events have been taken as examples
from a dataset, with similar simulation boundaries as described before, but using
3000 unique events of 𝛾-induced air showers with an energy spectrum of 𝐸−1.
The left panels of all three images show the maximum of each pixel within the
event length. For the high energy shower (20 PeV) pixel-wise peak search does
find already enough bright pixels, demonstrating that the smoothing (in space)
used in the first stage is mainly needed in the low energy regime. The middle
panels show the reconstructed peak amplitudes and the right panels show the
arrival time from the start of the event sampling. The time of arrival in the events
with smaller impact distance spans an interval of ∼ 400-500 ns, while the shower
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impacting further away (but inclined towards the telescope) shows a time span of
∼ 600 ns.
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Figure 4.5: Exemplary camera image of the central array telescope of the fluores-
cence emission of a simulated 𝛾 shower (primary energy at 23.7 PeV, the direction
of origin from azimuth 165.7°, zenith 18.2° and an impact distance 3535m). The
left panel shows the maximum in each channel in the simulated time interval of
512 samples (2048 ns). The middle panel shows the triggered and reconstructed
peak amplitudes after application of the compression and hexagonal smoothing.
The right panel shows the reconstructed time of maximum of the peaks.
4.2 Effective area & Differential trigger rate
Simulation set-up
The simulation set-up to determine the capability of the 25 MST sub-array of
the CTA-South observatory to trigger on the fluorescence photons of air showers
will be described in this section. The simulation chain to produce the cam-
era ADC sample traces is comprised of the CORSIKA simulation package using
the fluorescence emission implementation and generating the fluorescence pho-
tons emitted from the air showers. Sim_telarray traces these photons to each
telescope’s mirrors and camera, where the full detector simulation takes place.
Additionally, the night-sky background is simulated within sim_telarray with a
homogeneous distribution over the camera. In this study, a night-sky background
rate of 300 MHz PE / pixel has been assumed.
The parameter space of the simulated air showers spanned four primary par-
ticle types (𝛾, proton, nitrogen and iron) and an energy range between 1 PeV and
100 PeV with an E
−1
spectrum. These showers were distributed randomly across
a 5 x 5 km square area (with the edges aligned to the geographic North and West).
The directions of origin of all showers were distributed equally over the sky-dome
up to a zenith angle of 60° and 360° in azimuth angle. The centre of the telescope
array (using the default CTA layout) was placed at the centre of the southern edge
of the simulated area (cf. fig 4.8).
For each of the four primary particles, a dataset was simulated producing
8000 unique events. The CSCAT parameter available in CORSIKA was also used
and set to 20, randomly distributing the position of 20 simulated arrays within a
given range (in this case −2500-2500 m along both coordinate axes) per simulated
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unique shower. This reuse of the simulated shower increases the number of
events analysed per dataset to 160,000. This simulation strategy reduces the
computational effort significantly, although care has to be taken, as using not
enough unique events compared to the reuse parameter may introduce statistical
artefacts in the direction of origin.
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(b) Atmospheric depth of shower maximum as a
function of primary energy.
Figure 4.6: The data points show the average of the simulated dataset, with the
width set by a binning in primary energy. The vertical error bar shows the standard
deviation of the the distribution in each bin.
Due to the large number of charged particles (cf fig.4.6a) in the shower the
THIN option of the CORSIKA package has been activated, with a value of 𝜖th =
10−7, with 𝜖th = 𝐸/𝐸0 defining a cut-off energy 𝐸 relative to the energy of the
primary particle 𝐸0. Secondary particles produced in an interaction in the shower
development, where the total sum of their energies is below this cut-off energy,
are dropped from the shower simulation except one of these secondaries, which is
selected at random and given an appropriate weight 5. The value of the thinning
option has been tested between 𝜖 = 10−8 and 𝜖 = 10−6 by using a reference
shower simulated with the same seeds of the Monte-Carlo state, cross-checking
the distribution of the detected photoelectrons in the camera images, showing that
any higher levels of thinning than 10−7 exhibit a significant change in the image
shape and distribution of detected photoelectrons.
Telescope pointing Two pointing strategies have been used in this study, a par-
allel and a divergent pointing mode. In simulations using the parallel pointing, all
telescopes were pointing towards north with four telescope zenith angle settings
between 20° and 50° in steps of 10° (cf. fig. 4.7a).
The divergent pointing strategy uses a convergence point of all telescope point-
ings to determined the orientation of the individual telescopes. This point was set
1 km behind the central telescope (below the observation level) and the pointing
vectors of all other telescopes were adjusted accordingly (cf. fig. 4.7b). The mean
5Additional information can be found in the CORSIKA manual [10] and [38]
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Figure 4.7: Exemplary pointing strategies of the telescope array. The grey lines
show the vector of the camera centre projected to the sky with a length of 5 km,
while the blue hexagons (flat-to-flat radius of 1.5 m in the camera) show the pro-
jected field of view of the individual telescopes at that distance.
angular separation in divergent pointing mode between the central telescope
pointing and the other telescopes is ∼ 17° with the maximum up to ∼ 35°. The av-
erage angular separation between each telescope and its three closest neighbours
is ∼ 10°.
Due to the different individual orientations of the telescopes in the divergent
pointing mode the overall pointing direction of the central telescope is referred to
as the array pointing in the following, as it determines the pointing of the array.
The array pointing in the simulations using the divergent pointing have also bin
varied between 20° and 50° in steps of 10°.
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(a) Parallel pointing, array zenith 30°.
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(b) Divergent pointing, array zenith 30°.
Figure 4.8: Triggered showers in detector level plane (primary 𝛾). The black boxes
are the boundaries of the simulated area, with X pointing towards North and Y
pointing West. The simulation boundaries cover a range of 0 m to 5000 m and
−2500 m to 2500 m, resulting in an area of 25 km2. The 2-D histogram shows the
detected fraction of showers in each bin. The grey circles represent the CTA MSTs
with mounted FlashCam cameras pointing towards North with a zenith angle of
30°. A telescope multiplicity of 1 to trigger a detection was required.
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The trigger algorithm detailed in section 4.1.1 has been applied to the previ-
ously described datasets (with variations on the primary particle, array pointing
and pointing mode) to determine the detection power in the simulated primary
energy range (1-100 PeV). The fraction of triggered events as a function of impact
position in the simulated area is shown in figure 4.8 for the divergent and parallel
pointings, a 𝛾 primary particle and a 30° array zenith angle. The impact distance
dependence on the energy of the primary particle is shown in figure 4.9. Both
figures show the results with a minimum of one telescope contributing to the
trigger decision, the primary particle with the highest trigger fraction over all and
a 30° array zenith angle, highlighting the maximum of the achievable detection
probability. A clear dependence of the detectable impact distance on the energy
of the primary can be observed. Figures 4.8b and 4.9b show that the chosen simu-
lation area truncates the achievable maximum impact distance for the high energy
bins (> 30 PeV).
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(a) Parallel pointing, array zenith 30°.
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(b) Divergent pointing, array zenith 30°.
Figure 4.9: Triggered showers as function of primary energy and impact distance
to the array centre. The 2-D Histogram shows the detected fraction of 𝛾 showers
in mono trigger mode in each bin.
The detection probability as a function of shower azimuth and shower zenith
angle is shown in figure 4.10. The parallel pointing mode shows an overall smaller
achievable trigger fraction, and a “dead-zone” below the field of view of the tele-
scopes. The divergent pointing mode shows a higher achievable trigger fraction,
and due to the spread of the telescopes no large-scale preference in shower az-
imuth angle.
Detection probability - primary energy & telescope multiplicity
The mean detection probability (trigger fraction) as a function of the primary en-
ergy are reported in figure 4.11 for the four simulated particle types, both pointing
modes and mono- or stereo-trigger requirements. Restricting the trigger require-
ment to stereo-trigger in the parallel pointing mode reduced the overall trigger
fraction by ∼ 30%, while the divergent mode trigger fractions drop by a factor
∼ 1.5 - 3. The increase in detection probability when switching from parallel to
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(a) Parallel pointing, array zenith 30°.
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(b) Divergent pointing, array zenith 30°.
Figure 4.10: Triggered showers as function of the shower azimuth and zenith angle.
The 2-D Histogram shows the detected fraction of 𝛾 showers in mono trigger mode
in each bin.
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(a) Parallel pointing, minimum mono trigger.
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(b) Divergent pointing, minimum mono trigger.
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(c) Parallel pointing, minimum stereo trigger.
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(d) Divergent pointing, minimum stereo trigger.
Figure 4.11: Trigger fraction (detection probability) for different primary particle
types binned by energy. The fraction of detected showers is normalised per energy
bin to the total number of simulated showers within that energy bin. The trigger
fractions show the average over the four simulated array zenith angles and the
full sky-dome up to 60° shower zenith angle. (Note the difference in y-axis scale
between the upper and lower row of figures.)
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divergent pointing mode (stereo) shows a noticeable increase at ∼ 5 PeV with a
factor of ∼ 2 and a factor of ∼ 2.5 for the highest energy bin. 𝛾-showers show an
overall higher detection probability due to the larger transfer of primary energy
into fluorescence-inducing secondaries and the more compact lateral secondary
distribution.
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multiplicity. The bands show the minimum and
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Figure 4.12: The shown comparisons incorporate four simulations of 𝛾, proton,
nitrogen and iron primaries and four array zenith angles (20°-50°) each.
The difference in fraction of triggers as function of the trigger multiplicity be-
tween both pointing strategies is presented in figure 4.12a. The divergent point-
ing mode exhibits a factor of ∼ 2 larger fraction of triggers in the range between
1 - 3 telescopes taking part in the detection, while the crossover takes place at a
multiplicity of 4, where the fraction of triggers in the divergent mode decreases
rapidly. The distribution of telescope multiplicities in the parallel pointing mode is
much broader, even detecting events where all telescopes participate. Figure 4.12b
shows the average multiplicity of triggered events as a function of the primary
energy. The very high energy showers are seen in many, if not all, telescopes in
the parallel pointing mode.
Angular distribution of triggered events
The distribution of triggered events depending on the orientation of the pri-
mary particle in relation to the array pointing is shown as functions of the
viewing angle 6 𝛼, the relative azimuth angle 𝜙, and the relative zenith angle
𝛽 (cf. fig 4.13,4.14,4.15). The distributions show the relative fraction of the number
of triggered events in minimum stereoscopic trigger mode and with a parallel
pointed telescope array for three low energy bins in the 1 to 25 PeV range and
the overall distribution up to 100 PeV (averaging over all four simulated primary
particle types) 7.
6Viewing angle 𝛼 is defined as the angle between the array pointing and the inverse shower
vector, i.e. 𝛼 = 0° is a shower coming directly towards the telescope and 𝛼 = 180° would be a shower
developing along the line of sight of a telescope.
7The distributions of the divergent pointing mode are given in appendix B (figures B.3)
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The overall peak of the viewing angle dependence for all simulated energies
and array pointings is at ∼ 40° offset, getting smaller with reduced energy with
the peak in the lowest energy bin (1-4 PeV) at ∼ 10-15°. The maximum detected
viewing angle offset increases from ∼ 45° to ∼ 90° from the lowest energies to the
highest energies, increasing the sky coverage considerably. Using the divergent
pointing mode, the distributions widen, shifting the peak offset by up to 10° (in
the lowest energy bins).
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Figure 4.13: Differential fraction 𝑑𝜖/𝑑𝛼 of triggered events as a function of the
viewing angle 𝛼 between the air showers and the central telescope for four pointings
of the telescope array in parallel pointing mode. The dataset shown contains all
four primary particle types and is binned into 4 levels of primary energy. The
fractions shown are normalised to the total number of events within each energy
bin. A stereoscopic trigger condition was required.
The fraction of triggered events as a function of the relative azimuth angle 𝜙
between the telescope pointing direction and the azimuth angle of the incoming
shower is shown in figure 4.14. The detected showers in the lowest energy bin
are originating mostly from an azimuth offset < 45° and peaking at 0° relative
azimuth for array zenith angles below 20°. For high array pointings (low array
zenith) and higher energy bins, the behaviour inverts with the peak at 180° relative
azimuth (behind the telescope array) but with an overall more homogeneous
distribution, consistent with the wider distribution of the viewing angles. For
very low array pointing directions (array zenith 50°), all distributions contract
around the telescope pointing direction, due to the lower fraction of triggers for
high viewing angles (>50°) and the overall lower fraction of triggers for showers
with zenith angle >50%.
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Figure 4.14: Differential fraction 𝑑𝜖/𝑑𝜙 of triggered events as a function of relative
azimuth angle 𝜙 of the air showers and the telescope array (pointing North) for four
pointings of the telescope array in parallel pointing mode. Showers incident from
North have a relative azimuth angle of 0, while showers coming from behind the
array field of view. The dataset shown contains all four primary particle types and
is binned into 4 levels of primary energy. The fractions shown are normalised to
the total number of events within each energy bin. A stereoscopic trigger condition
was required.
The dependence of the fraction of triggers distribution on the relative shower
zenith angles (cf fig. 4.15) shows that the bulk of the triggered events in the low
energy bin originate from ±15° for high array pointings. For increasing lower
altitude pointings (higher zenith) the distributions shift to a higher relative zenith
angle 𝛽 consistent with the overall higher detection fraction for vertical showers.
Higher primary energies widen these distributions and detected more showers
from a larger zenith angle (lower altitude), consistent with the behaviour of the
viewing angle dependent distributions.
Note that the fraction of triggers distributions are normalised to the number
of already triggered events, keeping a dependence on the absolute zenith angle
(due to the smaller covered solid angle). The trigger fractions relative to the
number of simulated events per energy bin and angle offset bin (viewing angle,
relative azimuth and relative zenith) are given in sec. B of appendix B, highlighting
mainly a plateau behaviour in the viewing angle dependence around the array
pointing direction up to an offset of ∼ 60° for array zenith angles <30° (essentially
the full simulated sky-dome) and a shift of this limit to ∼ 40° for lower altitude
pointings of the telescope array. It is also shown, that the overall highest detection
probability is for vertically inclined showers, decreasing with increasing shower
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zenith angle.
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Figure 4.15: Differential fraction 𝑑𝜖/𝑑𝛽 of triggered events as a function of relative
zenith angle 𝜙 of the air showers and the telescope array for four pointings of the
telescope array in parallel pointing mode. Positive values of 𝛽 represent shower
zenith angles from above the array pointing, while negative values represent show-
ers coming lower parts of the sky. The dataset shown contains all four primary
particle types and is binned into 4 levels of primary energy. The fractions shown
are normalised to the total number of events within each energy bin. A stereoscopic
trigger condition was required.
4.2.1 Effective area
The effective trigger area of the fluorescence-detecting CTA-South array has been
calculated by using the following relation:
𝐴eff = 𝑛Ebin · 𝐴sim ·Ωsim (4.3)
with 𝑛Ebin the fraction of triggered events in the selected energy bin, the full sim-
ulated area 𝐴sim = 25 km2 and the covered solid angle Ωsim = 𝜋 of the simulated
sky-dome (up to 60° shower zenith angle). The effective area for both pointing
strategies as a function of energy averaged over the four array pointing settings
is shown in figure 4.16 (with a minimum of 2 telescopes participating). The ef-
fective area of the parallel pointed telescopes increases from ∼ 0.02-0.2 km2 sr at
the lowest energy bins to ∼ 10 km2 sr for the highest energy bins. In contrast, the
divergent pointing mode shows an increase of the effective area for primary ener-
gies > 5 - 10 PeV by a factor of ∼ 2, with the trade-off for energies < 3 PeV, where the
effective area decreases rapidly. As expected the overall effective area scales with
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(a) Parallel pointing, minimum stereo trigger.
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(b) Divergent pointing, minimum stereo trigger.
Figure 4.16: Effective area for different primary particle types and energies. The
dotted line shows the simulated area. All four simulated array zenith angle settings
have been taken into account. A minimum of two telescopes was required to count
an event as triggered. The dashed line shows the maximum achievable effective
area within the simulation parameters, 𝜋·25km2 sr for a maximum shower zenith
angle of 60°.
the type of the primary at a fixed energy, due to the average higher altitude of the
shower maximum with increasing atomic number Z of the primary particle (for
hadron induced air showers) and the lower average number of charged particles
compared to 𝛾 induced showers.
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(a) Parallel pointing, minimum stereo trigger.
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(b) Divergent pointing, minimum stereo trigger.
Figure 4.17: Effective area as a function of the telescope zenith angle , for five bins
of the incoming shower zenith angles. The four simulated primary particles (𝛾,
proton, nitrogen and iron) and the full simulated energy range (1 - 100 PeV) have
been taken into account. A minimum of two telescopes was required to count an
event as triggered was required.
The dependence of the effective area on the array zenith angle  has been
studied by comparison of selected ranges of shower zenith angle (see fig. 4.17).
The shown results average over the four primary particle types and all simulated
energies. The full sky effective area in the parallel pointing setting amounts
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to ∼ 4-5 km2 sr, while the divergent pointing mode increases the effective area
by a factor of ∼ 2 to ∼ 9-10 km2 sr. The main contribution to the effective area,
dependent on the shower zenith angle, is in the range between 15°-45°, as the
vertical shower may have a higher trigger probability, but the larger covered solid
angle for larger zenith angles compensates the lower trigger probability at higher
zenith angles. The higher zenith angle ranges >45° contribute less due to the low
trigger probability (even with a larger sky area).
4.2.2 Cosmic Ray trigger rate
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Figure 4.18: Cosmic-ray flux from an interpolated spline model based on
composition-dependent cosmic ray data [11]. The shown fluxes are partitioned into
proton, helium, and two groups the “nitrogen group” (nitrogen*) taking atomic
numbers 3-10 into account and the “iron group” (iron*) 11-28.
The angular distribution of incoming cosmic-rays is assumed to be isotropic
over the simulated sky-dome in this study. The differential trigger rates of the
array are therefore calculated by using the cosmic ray fluxes independent of the
incident angle relative to the telescope pointing direction. Figure 4.18 shows the
interpolated splines of the cosmic ray fluxes, with proton and helium and two
groups of primary hadronic particles named nitrogen* and iron*, taking atomic
numbers between 3-10 and 11-28 into account. The binned differential trigger rate
is estimated by using the following relation:
𝑑𝑁bin(𝐸)
𝑑𝐸 𝑑𝑡
=
𝐴eff ·
∫ 𝐸max
𝐸min
𝐽 𝑑𝐸
𝐸max − 𝐸min
(4.4)
The results for combinations of the parallel and divergent pointing modes and
a minimum requirement of mono- or stereo-triggers for a 30° array zenith angle is
shown in figure 4.19.8 The trigger rates due to helium have been estimated using
the effective area for protons.
The peak differential trigger rate in the parallel and mono-trigger mode is in
the lowest energy bin at ∼ 1 PeV primary energy with ∼ 0.3 Hz trigger rate, and an
8Additional results using an array zenith angle of 40° and 50° can be found in appendix B,
figure B.9 and B.10
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(c) Parallel pointing (30°), min. stereo triggers
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Figure 4.19: Differential trigger rates due to cosmic ray air showers for four sets of
primary particle ranges. The array was pointed at 30° zenith angle in parallel and
divergent pointing mode. Compared are also the differences between mono and
stereo triggers.
integrated trigger rate of ∼ 0.7 Hz (∼ 2600/h). Comparison to other array zenith
angles and the divergent pointing trigger rates, as well as the effective area result,
suggest that the differential trigger rate does not extend with the same magnitude
to lower energies, but that the peak must remain around 1 PeV. Divergent pointing
increases the mini-trigger rate by a factor∼ 2. Requiring a more realistic minimum
of 2 telescopes detecting a shower sets the overall trigger rate to∼ 1500-1700 events
per hour, depending on the pointing strategy. Switching to divergent pointing
for stereoscopic triggers shifts the peak of the differential trigger rates to ∼ 5 PeV
for proton, helium and the nitrogen* group, while the iron* group peak is shifted
even further to ∼ 5-10 PeV. Also to note is the sharp drop off at lower energies in
the high atomic number groups. The comparison to the other array zenith angle
results show, that the integral trigger rates stay similar for an telescope pointed
at a zenith angle of 20°, with a slight decrease for the 40° simulations, and a
reduction of the integral trigger rate by a factor of ∼ 2, when pointing to an array
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zenith angle of 50°. Additionally, a drop in trigger rate for the lowest energy
ranges < 3-4 PeV higher atomic numbers can be observed, due to the fact that the
telescopes see only the lower part of the shower below the depth of maximum
shower development.
4.3 Charge calibration & time gradient
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Figure 4.20: End-to end calibration of the reconstructed image amplitude in hard-
ware units (LSB) is shown as a function of the true detected charge Q. The ampli-
tudes are shown for the reconstruction using shaping (compression = 14, smoothing
= 2) compared to the reconstruction using no shaping (compression = 0, smoothing
= 0). The error bars of the profiles (grey) show the 2𝜎 standard deviation per bin.
The orange and blue lines show the results of the best fit of 4.5.
The reconstruction of the charge of an individual peak in the shaped (com-
pressed and hexagonally smoothed) images provides a serious challenge, as the
amplitudes of the peaks depend on the neighbouring pixels. This introduces a
dependence on the shape of the shower image and the individual light distribu-
tion in the camera. To gain an estimation of the charge per peak an end-to-end
calibration of the shower images has been performed, averaging over all the pos-
sible image shapes in the simulated datasets. The known Monte-Carlo truth of
detected photoelectrons at the cathode of the PMTs has been used to calibration
the total sum of the peak amplitudes in hardware units (LSB) for shaped and un-
shaped images. This also includes under-amplified photoelectrons. The following
equation has been used to fit the logarithm of average of the sum of reconstructed
amplitudes A per image as a function of the logarithm of the binned total charge
in the same image (cf. fig. 4.20).
𝑦 = 𝑝0 · log10 𝑄 + 𝑝1 with 𝑦 = log10 𝐴 (4.5)
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Inverting this equation gives a lookup equation for the total image amplitude
yielding a reconstructed charge:
𝑄 = 10(log10 𝐴−𝑝1)/𝑝0 = 10−
𝑝1
𝑝0 · 𝐴
1
𝑝0 (4.6)
= 𝑠 · 𝐴𝑟 with 𝑠 = 10−
𝑝1
𝑝0 , 𝑟 =
1
𝑝0
(4.7)
The assumption going into the relation is, that a no The resulting fit parameters
for the un-shaped case are r = 1.02 and s = 0.09 and the shaped case r = 0.88 and
s = 2.3. The results for the un-shaped case confirm the set peak amplitude per
photoelectron in the simulation (fadc_amplitude = 10 LSB/PE), with a small
dependence on the total image amplitude and a scaling factor of ∼ 0.1. The
shaped images show an exponent r of <1, i.e. images with a larger true charge
show a root-like increase in reconstructed amplitude A. Possible reasons are, that
the hexagonal smoothing introduces losses a the edge of the camera and brighter
images do not only increase the amplitude per pixel, but also increase the number
of pixels above the threshold lateral to the shower axis.
The produced lookups have been cross-checked, by application to the recon-
structed peak sums (in LSB) yielding a total image amplitude (in PE) (cf. fig. 4.21).
As expected, the reconstructed charges show a good agreement to the true charges,
and show a good overlap in the range, where the un-shaped images had pixels
above the threshold. The reconstructed charges show a good overlap for lower
image amplitudes with the true charges down to 103 PE per image. The peak of
the distribution is at ∼ 4·103 PE per image, with the bulk of the events between
∼ 103 and∼ 2·104 PE.
It must be noted, that using the shaped images to estimate the image charge
amplitude may not be necessary also for lower image amplitudes, as more sophis-
ticated methods using the time windows of the shaped image peaks as primers to
estimate the charge on a channel-wise basis (using the established reconstruction
techniques in the analysis of Cherenkov images) exist.
Time structure of shower tracks
The analysis of the triggered shower images using the principal component anal-
ysis parameters allowed to calculate the time interval of the shower track within
the field of view of the camera. The 95% separated distance of the major axis
was chosen to determine the start and stop of the track and the time interval
in between (Δ𝑡). The average time the shower spent within a pixel is given in
figure 4.22a, showing the expected correlation between impact distance and the
time gradient, which was calculated by normalising Δ𝑡 to the length of the track
within the camera. The dependence on the viewing angle confirms the geometric
assumptions, that a shower aligned more closely with the viewing direction of the
telescope shows a smaller time difference in arrival times, as the photons emitted
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Figure 4.21: Histograms of the reconstructed and true charges for the shaped and
un-shaped image reconstruction. The true charges per event are the same, yet the
selection due to the trigger condition sets in at ∼ 104 PE. for the un-shaped image
amplitudes at ∼ 104 PE.
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camera as function of impact distance. Shaded
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Figure 4.22: Time gradient and total time of shower tracks as function of impact
distance. Included are all primary particle types and energies, as well as four
pointing directions (20°-50°) of the divergent pointing dataset, triggered with a
telescope multiplicity ≥ 2.
at the end of the visible part of the track are closer to the telescope, and thereby
arrive closer in time to the photons arriving first.
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4.4 Shower Axis Reconstruction
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Figure 4.23: Side-on view of the geometry used assumed in the axis reconstruction.
The vectors ?⃗?𝑖 originate from the centre of each pixel in the camera, cross the pinhole
(focal point) of the assumed pinhole camera and end on the assumed shower plane
(perpendicular to the page in this figure). The normal vector of this shower plane
is parallel to the closest distance between the shower and the telescope. 𝑡 𝑖𝑎 is the
photon arrival time in each pixel, 𝑡 𝑖
𝑑
the time interval between the emission and the
detection of a fluorescence photon, 𝑡 𝑖𝑠 the time interval between the emission point
and the impact point. 𝑡0 a is global time offset. ?⃗?(𝑥, 𝑦) is the vector to the impact
point (from the array centre) and ?⃗?(, 𝜙) the shower direction.
A reconstruction of the shower axis has been implemented using the recon-
structed peaks of the shaped events provided by the trigger algorithm. These
peaks are defined as a pair of amplitude and time values, with the time being
relative to the start of the traces. An additional array wide relative time-offset
between the events of multiple telescopes can be used if multiple telescopes have
been triggered. The underlying model of the axis reconstruction code assumes a
line-like shape of the shower, disregarding the lateral shape variation within the
camera. In this sense, the detected photoelectrons are assumed to be emitted from
an isotropic source moving with the speed of light (in vacuum) through the atmo-
sphere. To remedy the fact that the detected photons show a lateral distribution
along the shower axis, the assumed point of origin of the respective photons has
been taken to be from a plane parallel to the shower axis and its normal vector
going through the focal point of the telescope. The telescope set-up itself was
modelled as a pinhole camera with the camera sitting behind the pinhole with a
distance of 16 m (distance between the mirror dish and the camera of an MST).
The coordinates of the pixels in this model have been matched to the output of
sim_telarray. The viewing direction of each pixel is then given by the vector be-
tween the pixel location in a global Cartesian coordinate system and the pinhole,
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by the azimuth and zenith orientation of the telescope itself. The detected photo-
electrons are assumed to originate from an emission point along this pixel vector,
which is assumed to be from the intersection with the aforementioned shower
plane.
Figure 4.23 shows the geometric set-up from a side-on view. The time of arrival
𝑡 𝑖𝑎 of each reconstructed peak (with the index 𝑖 over all pixels participating in the
event) depends on the distance of the shower to the array centre ?⃗?, the orientation
of the shower ?⃗? and the global time-offset 𝑡0. Under the assumption of a known
shower geometry, the distance ?⃗?𝑖 of each pixel to the assumed emission point can
then be calculated with the following relations:
𝑡 𝑖𝑎 = 𝑡0 − 𝑡 𝑖𝑠 + 𝑡 𝑖𝑑 (4.8)
𝑡 𝑖
𝑑
= 𝑡 𝑖𝑎 + 𝑡 𝑖𝑠 − 𝑡0 (4.9)
?⃗?𝑖 = 𝑡
𝑖
𝑑
· 𝑐air · ?⃗? 𝑖 (4.10)
The vector ?⃗? 𝑖 is the normalised orientation vector of each pixel, with its location
in the camera detection plane. The pixels of the camera are defined in a global
coordinate system, with the origin set at the array centre and the time of arrival of
each peak in reference to an array wide clock. The optimisation problem needed
to solve has 5 free parameters, the shower impact point ?⃗?(𝑥, 𝑦) depends on the
x and y-coordinate in the global coordinate system, the shower direction ?⃗?(, 𝜙)
depends on the shower azimuth and zenith angles and the global time offset 𝑡0.
Algorithm The algorithm performing the reconstruction has been implemented
using the non-linear optimisation library NLOPT [34] with the BOBYQA algo-
rithm [51]. The minimisation objective has been constructed by requiring an
overall line-likeness of spatial distribution of the back-projected emission points
of each detected peak. The steps of the algorithm are as follows:
• Use the start parameters (or the results from the previous loop) to construct
a shower geometry ?⃗? and ?⃗?.
• Calculate the distances 𝑑𝑖 as a function of the input parameters, and back-
project the detected peaks, yielding the emission points of the detected
photons.
• Perform a linear least-squares fit in the X-Z and the Y-Z plane (North-
Zenith and West-Zenith) creating a reconstructed shower axis, with the
peak amplitudes as weights.
• Determine the offset between the input shower axis and reconstructed
shower axis using the angle Δ𝑠 between both ?⃗? vectors and the distances
Δ𝑟 between both ?⃗? vectors.
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• Construct the objective value 𝑅 = Δ𝑠2 + Δ𝑟2 + 𝜒2int, with 𝜒2int the sum of the
squared residuals of the least-squares line fit. R is then returned from the
objective function to the optimiser.
• The optimiser stops when a relative change in the input parameters of 10−4
has been achieved or 2000 iterations have been performed.
Start parameters The application of the algorithm to the data has shown that the
fit does perform poorly (not finding a global minimum) when the start parameters
(e.g. at a fixed value for each reconstructed event) placed the starting shower axis
outside the field of view of the cameras. In some of the cases (more pronounced
in mono trigger mode), the fit converges to a horizontal shower axis close the
telescopes, as the different travel times in eq. 4.9 can compensate each other, while
the 𝜒2 of the internal line fit provides not enough discrimination power to avoid
this minimum. The overall starting value of 𝑡0 and ?⃗? has been found to be the most
dominant influence, as it sets the overall scale to the problem in the first round of
the iterative solver. Due to this problem, the approach in this work has been, to
start the solver with the Monte-Carlo truth, allowing the algorithm to pre-fit the
starting value of 𝑡0 (as this value does not only depend on the shower geometry
but also on the simulated array wide clock) and then starting the final solver with
an offset of 100 m in 𝑟𝑥 , an azimuth angle offset of +30° and a zenith angle offset
of +10°.
An additional pre-reconstruction algorithm using the PCA components of
the trigger algorithm, using the length and width orientation of the track, to
determine a plane defined by the line in the camera coordinates and the telescope
focal point, and using the time gradient of the track had been tested in the mono-
reconstruction, but not incorporated into the reconstruction presented here.
Angular resolution and Impact distance resolution
The shower axis reconstruction algorithm has been applied to the same datasets
that has been used to study the effective area of the CTA-South MST array de-
tecting the fluorescence emission from air showers. As before, the differences
between the pointing strategies and the mono and stereoscopic trigger modes
are highlighted by presenting the results of the angular resolution 𝑅 and impact
resolution 𝐼 as functions of primary energy E and total image amplitude A (in
reconstructed photoelectrons). The resolutions shown are calculated by taking
the 68% containment value of the binned statistics with a minimum of 10 events
per bin. The angular resolution as a function of total image amplitude is shown in
figure 4.24, additionally separated into four ranges of the true impact distance and
the full range of possible impact distances. All four simulated primary particles
(𝛾, proton, nitrogen and iron) have been taken into account. Panels 4.24a and 4.24b
show the angular resolution for all triggered events, allowing mono mode triggers
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Figure 4.24: Angular resolution R of the 25 MST sub-array as a function of im-
age amplitude in reconstructed photoelectrons. The shower axis has been recon-
structed with a line-like model. The resolution has been determined by the 68%
containment value of the angular offset between the Monte-Carlo truth and the
reconstruction direction for each event.
to contribute, with an average angular resolution of 0.77° in the parallel pointing
mode and an average angular resolution of 0.61° in the divergent pointing mode.
The averages presented in all figures in this section are calculated by taking the
average of all reconstructed events,only differentiating by the pointing strategy
and the minimum telescope multiplicity.
The average resolution for a pure mono trigger is not presented here, but is
reported as significantly worse with 1.3° in divergent pointing mode and 4.7° in
parallel pointing mode, due to the fact, that the stereoscopic view of the shower
provides a better constraint on the shower distances than the difference in arrival
time of the pixels within one camera.
Requiring a minimum of two telescopes in the trigger decision (stereo-mode)
improves the average angular resolution to 0.47° in parallel pointing and 0.27° in
divergent pointing. The results also show a dependence on the impact distance
of the shower, where showers impacting too close to the array (< 1.5km) show
a worsening in the resolution for too high image amplitudes (cf. panel 4.24c,
4.24d). This is mainly due to the large image sizes for too close showers, where
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the requirement on the line-likeness breaks down. The parallel pointing mode
shows a more pronounced worsening of the angular resolution in dependence
of the impact distance for <10
4
PE image amplitude, compared to the divergent
pointing mode, as the impact distance shown here is calculated to the array
centre and includes shower far to the side (East or West), where the error on the
reconstruction is larger due to the longer lever arm and the smaller portion of the
shower seen by the array. Using the divergent pointing mode reduces this source
of uncertainty due to the wider separation of observation points along the shower
axis.
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Figure 4.25: Angular resolution of the 25 MST sub-array as a function of primary
energy. The shower axis has been reconstructed with a line-like model. The
resolution has been determined by the 68% containment value of the angular
offset between the Monte-Carlo truth and the reconstruction direction for each
event.
The angular resolution R as a function of primary energy (separated into
four ranges of impact distance) is shown in figure 4.25. The clear dependence
of the detectable distance on the primary energy can be seen due to the cut-off
in reconstructed events. As already seen before (4.24), the correlation between
image amplitude and primary energy leads to the decrease in resolution for close
impact points and high primary energies.
The impact resolution as a function of image amplitude is shown in figure 4.26,
with an average resolution of ∼ 20 m requiring multi-telescope triggers, and 32-
37 m including mono triggered events. The average impact point resolution for
pure mono-triggers is 165 m and 92 m for parallel and divergent pointing respec-
tively.
As with the angular resolution, the stereo-mode performs significantly better
(as expected). The divergent pointing mode also improves the resolution, while
the average improves only slightly, the events impacting far away (>3 km) are
significantly better reconstructed.
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Figure 4.26: Impact point resolution I of the 25 MST sub-array as a function of the
reconstructed image amplitude. The shower axis has been reconstructed with a
line-like model. The resolution has been determined by the 68% containment value
of the impact point offset between the Monte-Carlo truth and the reconstruction
location for each event.
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4.5 Point source sensitivity
The sensitivity of the CTA-South MST sub-array to a 𝛾-ray point source using the
developed fluorescence emission detection technique is studied in this section.
To this end, a trigger probability sky map as functions of shower azimuth and
zenith angle has been determined, by computing a spline interpolation9 of the
trigger probabilities determined in section 4.1. These maps have been produced
for all variations of the telescope array pointing, the pointing strategy, the primary
particle type and the primary energy, as well as a range of rotated telescope
arrays (in 8 steps of 45° in azimuth angle). The trigger requirement regarding
telescope multiplicity has been set to a minimum of 2 participating, due to the
better reconstruction power.
Using the position of the CTA-South array on Earth, the one year visibility
(in steps of 5 min) of a range of source positions has been calculated, with the
range in declination between -80° and 40° in steps of 10° and the range in right
ascension around the galactic centre between 246.4° and 286.4° in steps of 10°.
The requirement on the visibility was threefold, the sun and the moon needed
to be below the horizon (−5° in altitude) and the source needed to be above 30°
altitude (the range in which the simulations have been performed, and the trigger
probability maps can be applied).
The one year exposure 𝐴exp, depending on the combinatorics of the telescope
pointings, source positions, primary particle types and 10 bins of the primary
energy, have been determined by calculating the sum of the respective effective
area for each time bin (5 min), where the source was visible.
The number of cosmic-ray background events has been computed by using
the differential cosmic-ray flux 𝐽 (cf. 4.18) to determine the integrated flux 𝐹(𝐸bin)
for each energy bin, scaled with the Ωbg background region around the source
positions. Ωbg is dependent on the point spread function (PSF) of the telescope
array and the extent of the source (which has been assumed to be point-like). The
PSF value used was 0.3° for the divergent pointing mode and 0.5° in the parallel
pointing mode, determined by the angular resolution presented in the previous
section.
The total number of cosmic-ray background events in one year in the region
Ωbg for all previously mentioned combinations of the observation settings and
source positions has been calculated with 𝑁CR(𝐸bin) = 𝐴exp · 𝐹(𝐸bin). The excess
in number of 𝛾 events required for a 5𝜎 detection has been calculated depending
on the total number of background events 𝑁CR and a scaling constant 𝑠, which
allows the scaling of the average one year observation time10.
9SmoothBivariateSpline function of the SciPy package [58]
10𝑛excess determined by using the excess_matching_significance function of the Cash-
CountsStatistic model of the analysis package [12][40].
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The integrated minimum flux 𝐹𝛾 for a detection for each energy bin has been
calculated as follows,
𝐹𝛾 =
𝑛excess
𝐴exposure,𝛾 · 𝑠
with 𝑛excess = 𝑛excess(𝑁CR , 𝑠 , 𝜎 = 5) (4.11)
leading to the differential point source flux sensitivity 𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐸:
𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝐸
=
(−𝛼 + 1) 𝐸−𝛼mean
𝐸−𝛼+1max − 𝐸−𝛼+1min
· 𝐹𝛾 with 𝛼 = 2. (4.12)
The assumed spectral index in determining the required differential flux is 𝛼 = 2
(although the influence with a fine enough binning of primary energies is small).
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Figure 4.27: The differential 𝛾-ray point source flux sensitivity 𝐸2𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐸 as a func-
tion of source declination, for 5 bins in primary energy. Four exemplary sources
are shown with their extrapolated fluxes at an energy of 3 PeV. The observation
time of the array has been set to 15 years and a divergent array pointing with a
PSF of 0.3° has been assumed. No 𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎/hadron separation has been taken into
account.
Results The results presented here show the average differential flux sensitivity
for point-like 𝛾-ray sources as a function of source declination and primary energy
(averaged over the 8 x 4 x 5 variations in azimuth and zenith telescope array point-
ings and source position variations in right ascension). The pointing strategies
(parallel and divergent) have been studied separately with their respective (so far)
achievable angular resolution (0.3° and 0.5°) and an average total observation time
of 15 years, assuming perfect observation conditions (only limited by the visibility
of the sources).
The best case scenario, without any 𝛾/hadron separation, using the divergent
pointing mode, is presented in figure 4.27, with an achievable differential flux
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sensitivity 10−12 TeV / (cm2 s) for primary energies above ∼ 3 PeV and source de-
clinations between −60° and 10°. The comparison to the parallel pointing mode
(cf. 4.28) shows an improvement in sensitivity by a factor of ∼ 2 for primary ener-
gies > 3 PeV. For the low energy bins, the sensitivity improves less due to higher
stereoscopic trigger probability and reconstruction power of the parallel pointed
telescope array in those energy ranges. The results using only one year of obser-
vation time are presented in appendix B, showing an achievable differential flux
sensitivity of∼ 5·10−12 TeV / (cm2 s) and∼ 10−11 TeV / (cm2 s) for the divergent and
parallel pointing mode respectively, meaning a factor of∼ 5 in sensitivity is gained
by increasing the observation time to ∼ 15 years (well within the planned runtime
of the CTA observatory).
As a reference, four exemplary sources have been chosen from the H.E.S.S.
galactic plane survey catalogue [23] and their spectral models (given in the cata-
logue) extrapolated to the studied range of primary energy (HESS J1908+06 [2],
HESS J1708-443 [22], HESS J1813-178 and HESS J1825-137 [2, 44]). HESS J1908+06
and HESS J1825-132 have also been associated to detected sources by the HAWC
observatory with emission above 100 TeV, while HESS J1908+06 shows no appar-
ent cut-off in the spectrum and has been hinted as possible source of neutrino
emission [32].
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Figure 4.28: The differential 𝛾-ray flux sensitivity 𝐸2𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐸 as a function of source
declination, for 5 bins in primary energy. Four exemplary sources are shown with
their extrapolated fluxes at an energy of 3 PeV. The observation time of the array
has been set to 15 years and a parallel array pointing with a PSF of 0.5° has been
assumed. No 𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎/hadron separation has been taken into account.
Energy dependence The differential flux sensitivity as a function of the pri-
mary energy for a range of source target declinations between −60° and 10° is
shown in figure 4.29, with divergent pointing mode, 15 years of observation and
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Figure 4.29: The differential 𝛾-ray flux sensitivity 𝐸2𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐸 as a function of source
declination, for 5 bins in primary energy. Four exemplary sources are shown
with their extrapolated fluxes. The observation time of the array has been set to
15 years and a divergent array pointing with a PSF of 0.3° has been assumed. No
𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎/hadron separation has been taken into account.
no 𝛾/hadron separation. The extrapolated flux spectrum of the four exemplary
sources show the crossover regions at ≤ 3 PeV up to ∼ 10 PeV. Depending on the
source spectrum and its absolute flux, a reduction in the assumed observation
time may be possible by combining the shown energy bands.
𝛾/hadron separation The possibility of a working 𝛾/hadron separation has been
explored, by decreasing the number of background events in the source region by
a factor of 10, assuming that only 10% of the detected showers cannot be identified
as of hadronic origin. This has been implemented by scaling the number of back-
ground events 𝑁CR in the background region (in eq. 4.11) by a factor of 0.1. The
overall differential flux sensitivity increases to E
2
dN/dE of 4 · 10−13 TeV / (cm2 s).
Figure 4.30 shows the results with this assumed 𝛾/hadron separation power, but
only a 5 year observation time, highlighting the saved time needed for a pos-
sible detection. Possible observables allowing the separation of 𝛾 and hadron
showers include the mean difference of the depth of the shower maximum (𝑋max)
at a fixed primary energy, i.e. 𝛾 shower penetrate the atmosphere deeper than
hadronic showers, and the lateral width of the showers, as they are on average
wider than 𝛾 showers, due to their more irregular structure.
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Figure 4.30: The differential 𝛾-ray flux sensitivity 𝐸2𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐸 as a function of source
declination, for 5 bins in primary energy. Four exemplary sources are shown with
their extrapolated fluxes at an energy of 3 PeV. The observation time of the array
has been set to 5 years and a divergent array pointing with a PSF of 0.3° has been
assumed. The possibility of a working 𝛾/hadron separation has been explored by
scaling the number of background events by a factor of 0.1.
4.6 Summary & Outlook
In this chapter, the detection capability of fluorescence emission from air showers
by use of FlashCam cameras mounted on the MST telescopes of the CTA-South
array has been studied. The digital and reconfigurable nature of the FlashCam
camera trigger and readout system allows the design of a separate slow time sig-
nature trigger path, running in parallel to the fast Cherenkov trigger system. This
trigger system can be used to successfully detect air showers in the atmospheric
volume above and in front the telescope array, with primary energies between
∼ 1015 and ∼ 1017 eV. The field of view of this detection method is estimated at
∼ 45°, up to ∼ 60°, depending on the pointing direction, pointing strategy and the
primary energy of the particles inducing the air showers. The overall effective
area of the observatory has been estimated between ∼ 5 km2 sr and ∼ 10 km2 sr
mainly dependent on the pointing strategy, with the additional hint, of an actual
larger effective area using the divergent pointing mode, due to the closely calcu-
lated simulation boundaries. The total trigger rates of hadronic primaries (up to
iron) within the simulated energy range have been estimate at ∼ 0.5 Hz in stereo-
scopic trigger mode, with a night-sky background induced mono trigger rate of
∼ 1 Hz. A shower axis reconstruction has been implemented using a line-like
model, demonstrating that an average angular resolution of the shower direction
is achievable between∼ 0.3° (divergent) and∼ 0.5° (parallel), mainly dependent on
the pointing strategy. It has also been demonstrated, that a differential flux sensi-
tivity on point like 𝛾 ray emitting sources between 2 · 10−12 TeVcm2s and 10
−12 TeV
𝑐𝑚2𝑠
for
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energies ≥ 2 PeV is within reach, for observation times of ∼ 15 years. It should be
mentioned, that a detection may be achievable with less observation time, when
combining multiple energy bands. A working 𝛾/hadron separation may equally
reduce the needed observation time for the detection of a point-like 𝛾 ray emitter.
Outlook
• The trigger design developed here makes use of the spatial distribution of
the detected peaks, while the time structure of the shower development (the
track in the camera) has only been taken into account on the individual chan-
nel level. Additional track detection methods can be though of (e.g. using a
Kalman filter [36] or other structure detection mechanisms). An good solu-
tion for the second trigger stage would operate fully on the FlashCam master
card, making additional processing on the readout server superfluous.
• The image reconstruction could be improved by using the image shaping as a
input to more sophisticated algorithms. Additional optimisation in the com-
pression window (which has been optimised for the trigger) would improve
the signal-to-noise ratio on a pixel level, for a better charge reconstruction.
• The shower reconstruction presented here, does not take the longitudinal
and lateral shower development into account, which should improve the
resolution further. A 3-D model of the shower development can be en-
visaged, where showers with observations around the shower maximum
(𝑋max) or enough data points along the shower axis allow the application
of the Gaisser-Hillas function [18] or the Greisen profile [61, 46] in combina-
tion with a measurement of the width [42, 21]. This would also enable the
reconstruction of the shower energy.
• The divergent pointing strategy used in this work, has been set up “ad-hoc”.
Further studies regarding the pointing strategy of CTA are ongoing, e.g. a
sky survey mode could be using a divergent pointing, increasing the sky
coverage (field of view) of the array [14].
• The emission studied in this chapter by simulations has been purely the
fluorescence emission of the air showers. An implementation of the flu-
orescence trigger must take the additional scattered Cherenkov light into
account, even for impact distances ≥ 1.5 km.
• The SST (Small-Sized Telescopes) sub-array of the CTA-South observatory
extends much further from the array centre (up to 1.2 km) than the MST
sub-array. For showers with an intermediate impact distance, still visible by
the SSTs in Cherenkov, a supporting role of the MSTs could be thought of,
with a combined analysis of mono triggered events in the MST and SST sub-
array. However this depends on the relative pointing between the telescope
sub-arrays.
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Conclusion
The work undertaken in this thesis was twofold: The verification of the trigger
performance of the FlashCam Cherenkov camera and the study of the fluorescence
light detection capabilities of the FlashCam camera equipped medium-sized tele-
scope sub-array of the Cherenkov Telescope Array.
• The unique capabilities of the FlashCam camera trigger system have been
demonstrated by implementing the trigger algorithm in software, allowing
the exact reproduction of the trigger response.
• The full parameter space of the trigger configuration was explored, de-
termining the optimal ranges to chose for various observation conditions,
mainly dependent in the night-sky background light level.
• An improvement of the FlashCam detector description in the Monte-Carlo
simulations was achieved during the course of this work. A good Monte-
Carlo description of the detector is relevant, as the reconstruction and anal-
ysis of shower images relies on Monte-Carlo simulations.
• The better understanding of the photomultiplier characteristics and calibra-
tion lead to the conclusion that the trigger response of the FlashCam camera
is understood on a ∼ 1 % level and operates close to the Poissonian limit.
The digital and reconfigurable nature of the FlashCam trigger and readout
system enables the adaption of a separate trigger path, optimised for the slow
time structure of fluorescence light signals from air showers. An extensive Monte-
Carlo study was carried out, investigating the fluorescence detection capabilities
of the FlashCam-MST.
• It has been shown, that fluorescence light of air showers with up to 𝑠
differences in arrival time of the fluorescence photons can be detected by
the designed trigger algorithm.
• The effective area for such a detector was estimated to be between ∼ 5 km2 sr
and ∼ 10 km2 sr, depending on the pointing strategy of the array, for air
showers with primary energies >1 PeV.
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• The total detection rates due to hadronic air showers up to iron were esti-
mated at ∼ 0.5 Hz in the stereoscopic trigger operation, with an accidental
trigger rate of ∼ 1 Hz due to night-sky background fluctuations.
• A line-like shower axis reconstruction has been developed and implemented,
demonstrating that an angular resolution between∼ 0.3° and∼ 0.5° is achiev-
able with stereoscopic observation of the fluorescence emission of air show-
ers.
• It has also been demonstrated, that a differential flux sensitivity for point-
like 𝛾-ray emitting sources between 2 · 10−12 TeVcm2s and 10
−12 TeV
cm2s for energies
≥ 2 PeV is within reach, for observation times of∼ 15 years, with the prospect
of a reduced observation time hinging on successful 𝛾/hadron separation.
The combination of all detectable energy bands will reduce the needed
observation time further.
In conclusion, adding the capability of air-shower detection via fluorescence
light to CTA may contribute to the search of acceleration sites of galactic cosmic-
rays of the highest energies.
Future prospects A FlashCam camera was installed on the large CT5 telescope
of the H.E.S.S. observatory in October 2019, running in routine operation since.
Although the field of view of the CTA5 telescope is smaller (∼ 3.2°) than the field
of view of an MST, the deployed FlashCam would provide a working experiment,
allowing a test of a fluorescence trigger implementation in the field. The study of
fluorescence detection capabilities of a Cherenkov telescope array has just started
with this work - many promising paths to improve the shown baseline trigger &
analysis algorithm have been identified.
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Trigger logic reference implementation in C
We provide an unoptimised, shortened implementation of the trigger logic in
C to serve as a reference below. The function check_trigger() calculates the
trigger of the whole camera at one time step (sample). The array of traces are
the readout traces sampled by the camera. The lookup tables have to be filled
separately and are specified by the layout of each pixel in the camera. These
pixel and patch lists can be found in sim_telarray/cfg/CTA/camera_CTA-MST-
FlashCam_patch3_digitalsum9.dat.
# define FC_PATCHES 588
# define FC_PATCH_SUMS 3
in t has_t r iggered ( in t t r i gge r_ t r e sho ld ,
unsigned short ∗∗ t races ,
in t sample ,
in t ∗∗∗ lookups , / / p a t c h l o o k u p s K & L ( Eqs . 2.9 )
in t ∗athr , / / l owe r t h r e s h o l d A ( Eq . 2.6 )
in t ∗tgm ) / / s c a l e f a c t o r S ( Eq . 2.7 )
{
for ( in t k = 0 ; k < FC_PATCHES ; k++) {
in t ∗∗patch_lookups = lookups [ k ] ;
unsigned short patch_sum = 0 ;
for ( in t l = 0 ; l < FC_PATCH_SUMS; l ++) {
in t ∗pixel_ lookups = patch_lookups [ l ] ;
unsigned short pixel_sum = 0 ;
for ( in t i = 0 ; i < 3 ; i ++) {
in t j = pixel_ lookups [ i ] ;
pixel_sum += channe l_ t r igger ( t r a c e s [ j ] , sample , a thr [ j ] , tgm [ j ] ) ;
}
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patch_sum += pixel_sum / 2 ;
}
i f ( patch_sum > t r igge r_ th re sho ld )
return 1 ;
}
return 0 ;
}
unsigned short channe l_ t r igger ( unsigned short ∗ t race ,
in t sample , / / must be >1 and < n−2
in t athr ,
in t tgm )
{
/ / app ly d e f a u l t f i l t e r ( Eq . 2.1 ) ; can be exchanged f o r d i f f e r e n t f i l t e r
in t d i f f = t r a c e [ sample +1] + t r a c e [ sample ]
− t r a c e [ sample −1] − t r a c e [ sample −2] ;
i f ( d i f f < 0)
return 0 ; / / c l i p f a l l i n g e dg e s
i f ( ( a thr > 1) && ( d i f f / 2 < athr ) )
return 0 ; / / c l i p s i g n a l s be low lower t h r e s h o l d
/ / r e t u r n s c a l e d & c l i p p e d s i g n a l
unsigned short sca led = ( d i f f ∗ tgm ) / 256 ;
return ( sca led > 85) ? 85 : sca led ;
}
FlashCam PDP Layout
The positions of the PDP modules in the Flashca
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Trigger parameter comparison depending on the array zenith
angle
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(e) Telescope zenith angle 50°
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Figure B.1: Trigger fraction of true positive triggered events depending on the
telescope zenith angle.
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(a) Parallel pointing, array zenith 50°.
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(b) Divergent pointing, array zenith 50°.
Figure B.2: Triggered showers in detector level plane. The black boxes are the
boundaries of the simulated area, with X pointing towards North and Y pointing
West. The simulation boundaries cover a range of 0 m to 5000 m and −2500 m to
2500 m, resulting in an area of 25 km
2
. The 2-D Histogram shows the detected
fraction of showers in each bin. The grey circles represent the CTA MSTs with
mounted FlashCam cameras pointing towards North with a zenith angle of 50°. A
multiplicity of 1 to trigger a detection was required.
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Relative angular dependence of the detection probability
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Figure B.3: Differential fraction 𝑑𝜖/𝑑𝛼 of triggered events as a function of the
viewing angle 𝛼 between the air showers and the central telescope for four pointings
of the telescope array in divergent pointing mode. The dataset shown contains all
four primary particle types and is binned into 4 levels of primary energy. The
fractions shown are normalised to the total number of triggered events within each
energy bin. A stereoscopic trigger condition was required.
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Figure B.4: Differential fraction 𝑑𝜖/𝑑𝜙 of triggered events as a function of relative
azimuth angle 𝜙 of the air showers and the telescope array (pointing North) for
four pointings of the telescope array in divergent pointing mode. Showers incident
from North have a relative azimuth angle of 0, while showers coming from behind
the array field of view The dataset shown contains all four primary particle types
and is binned into 4 levels of primary energy. The fractions shown are normalised
to the total number of triggered events within each energy bin. A stereoscopic
trigger condition was required.
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Figure B.5: Differential fraction 𝑑𝜖/𝑑𝛽 of triggered events as a function of relative
zenith angle 𝜙 of the air showers and the telescope array for four pointings of the
telescope array in divergent pointing mode. Positive values of 𝛽 represent shower
zenith angles from above the array pointing, while negative values represent show-
ers coming lower parts of the sky. The dataset shown contains all four primary
particle types and is binned into 4 levels of primary energy. The fractions shown
are normalised to the total number of triggered events within each energy bin.
A stereoscopic trigger condition was required.
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Figure B.6: Differential trigger fraction 𝑑𝑛/𝑑𝛼 as a function of the viewing angle 𝛼
between the air showers and the central telescope for four pointings of the telescope
array in divergent pointing mode. The dataset shown contains all four primary
particle types and is binned into 4 levels of primary energy. The fractions shown
are normalised to the total number of simulated events within each energy bin.
A stereoscopic trigger condition was required.
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Figure B.7: Differential trigger fraction 𝑑𝑛/𝑑𝜙 as a function of relative azimuth
angle 𝜙 of the air showers and the telescope array (pointing North) for four point-
ings of the telescope array in divergent pointing mode. Showers incident from
North have a relative azimuth angle of 0, while showers coming from behind the
array field of view The dataset shown contains all four primary particle types and
is binned into 4 levels of primary energy. The fractions shown are normalised to
the total number of simulated events within each energy bin. A stereoscopic trigger
condition was required.
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Figure B.8: Differential trigger fraction 𝑑𝑛/𝑑𝛽 as a function of relative zenith angle
𝜙 of the air showers and the telescope array for four pointings of the telescope array
in divergent pointing mode. Positive values of 𝛽 represent shower zenith angles
from above the array pointing, while negative values represent showers coming
lower parts of the sky. The dataset shown contains all four primary particle types
and is binned into 4 levels of primary energy. The fractions shown are normalised
to the total number of simulated events within each energy bin. A stereoscopic
trigger condition was required.
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Cosmic Ray trigger rates
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Figure B.9: Differential trigger rates due to cosmic ray air showers for four sets of
primary particle ranges. The array was pointed at 40° zenith angle in parallel and
divergent pointing mode. Compared are also the differences between mono and
stereo triggers.
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Figure B.10: Differential trigger rates due to cosmic ray air showers for four sets of
primary particle ranges. The array was pointed at 50° zenith angle in parallel and
divergent pointing mode. Compared are also the differences between mono and
stereo triggers.
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(a) Parallel pointing, min. mono trigger.
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(d) Divergent pointing, min. stereo trigger.
Figure B.11: Angular resolution R of the 25 MST sub-array as a function of im-
age amplitude in reconstructed photoelectrons. The shower axis has been recon-
structed with a line-like model. The resolution has been determined by the 68%
containment value of the angular offset between the Monte-Carlo truth and the
reconstruction direction for each event.
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(a) Parallel pointing, min. mono trigger.
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Figure B.12: Impact point resolution I of the 25 MST sub-array as a function of
primary energy. The shower axis has been reconstructed with a line-like model.
The resolution has been determined by the 68% containment value of the impact
point offset between the Monte-Carlo truth and the reconstruction location for each
event.
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Point source sensitivity
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Figure B.13: The differential 𝛾-ray flux sensitivity 𝐸2𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐸 as a function of source
declination, for 5 bins in primary energy. Four exemplary sources are shown with
their extrapolated fluxes at an energy of 3 PeV. The observation time of the array
has been set to 1 year and a divergent array pointing with a PSF of 0.5° has been
assumed. No 𝛾/hadron separation has been taken into account.
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Figure B.14: The differential 𝛾-ray flux sensitivity 𝐸2𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝐸 as a function of source
declination, for 5 bins in primary energy. Four exemplary sources are shown with
their extrapolated fluxes at an energy of 3 PeV. The observation time of the array
has been set to 1 year and a parallel array pointing with a PSF of 0.5° has been
assumed. No 𝛾/hadron separation has been taken into account.
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